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Abstract

Neutron stars are believed to be born in the aftermath of type II supernova explosions, that occur

when a massive star (M≥ 8Msolar) exhaust all its nuclear fuel. Almost all physical properties of

neutron stars are extreme compared to other objects found in the universe. They are the densest

form of matter, existed in the present universe with a mass in the range of M∼ 1 − 2Msolar,

confined in a sphere of radius R ∼ 10 kms. Being tiny, massive and at the same time located

far (∼ few hundred pc) from us, the direct observation of the neutron star (NS) interior is not

feasible. Several theoretical models have been predicted to construct the equation of state (EoS)

i.e. the relation between pressure and energy density for NS matter and study the NS interior

structure. EoS of the high density core constitutes a key input for determining the structure of

the NS. In real astrophysical environment NSs typically have a non-zero angular momentum.

Various structural properties (mass, radius, moment of inertia etc.) are closely related to the

dynamics and hence the observable properties of pulsars, the rotating NSs. This, on the other

hand, gives an insight about the high density matter relevant to NSs. Any model that doesn’t

satisfy the observational constraints are ruled out.

More than three decades of theoretical investigations, we are yet to reach any consensus on

the EoS of NSs interior. It can be a few times denser than the normal nuclear matter and is

comprised of neutrons, protons and leptons. However, for such a high density, other intriguing

possibilities exist. These include the appearance of strange particles in the form of hyperons

and/or Bose-Einstein condensation of K− mesons. In this thesis, we construct the EoS for

isolated, non-magnetic and cold NS matter with hyperons and antikaon condensates following the

relativistic mean field (RMF) model with density dependent (DD2) couplings. We investigated

the static structural properties such as mass, radius for such a perfectly spherical NS. We also

study the structural properties of massive, rapidly rotating, and cold NSs and calculate their

mass, radius, moment of inertia, angular momentum and quadrupole moment for a fixed baryonic

mass. Also, we follow the quasi-stationary evolution of a rotating star along constant rest mass

sequences. Next, we investigate the quasi-stationary evolution of a lepton-rich neutrino-trapped

protoneutron star (PNS) in an approximate way at four different stages. For this, we construct

EoS of hot NS at constant entropy per baryon. The static mass, energy density and temperature

profiles are generated for these EoSs. The role of the exotic matter on the structural parameters

are thoroughly investigated.

The other focus of the thesis is to study the universality relations and check the role of the

strange particles on them. Recently it has been observed that there exist universal relations

between the characteristic NS parameters that are to a very good approximation independent

of the NS’s internal structure. These studies are not only theoretically simulating, they also

provide a practical way to improve the measurement accuracy of NS properties substantially by
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distinguishing NSs from strange stars, and testing general relativity in a NS structure–independent

fashion. However, the earlier works were limited to nuclear matter EoS. To explore the universality

relations in the presence of exotic matter, we calculate the dimensionless critical mass and studied

its variation with normalized angular momentum. Next, we move on to the universal relations

between normalized momentum of inertia and compactness (C:=M/R) for the hot and young

compact object. Universal relations are investigated for fixed frequency stars. Since the relations

are not exact, we investigate the validity in different physical regimes i.e. from low compactness

to high compactness. Our study continued to calculate the quadrupole moment, love number

and tidal deformability to account for the rotation powered deformation of the star.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Neutron Stars

NSs are the densest form of matter found in the universe. Landau, in the year 1931, was the first

person to speculate the existence of a star, more compact than white dwarfs containing very

dense matter. The possible existence of NS was proposed by Baade and Zwicky [1] in 1934 only

two years after the discovery of neutrons by Chadwick. They coined the term ’supernovae’ and

predicted the existence of NS as the end product of SNe explosions, while Landau anticipated

a single-nucleus star. Five year later, Robert Oppenheimer and George Volkoff derived the

equations that describe the structure of a static star with spherical symmetry in general relativity

and performed the first theoretical calculations to estimate the upper mass limit of NS mass [2].

Tolman [3] also did the calculations independently in the same year. Incidentally, Chandrasekhar

and von Neumann already obtained the same equations of hydrostatic equilibrium in 1934, but

they did not publish their results. Oppenheimer and Volkoff considered a matter consisting of

non-interacting neutrons and got a very low value (0.7Msolar) for the maximum mass of the

stable static NS, that was quite smaller than the Chandrasekhar mass limit of white dwarfs i.e.

1.44Msolar. The low upper limit indicated the importance of a realistic EoS of the NS matter, or

in other words, the role of the fundamental nuclear forces became evident.

Towards the end of the year 1945, people started working on the formulation of more realistic EoS

for NS matter. The EoS for a non-interacting neutron-proton-electron gas under β-equilibrium

condition was constructed by Harrison et. al in mid 1950s [4]. Cameron [5] investigated the effect

of nucleon-nucleon interaction on the EoS and structure of a NS of maximum mass ∼ 2Msolar by

using Skyrme-type forces [6]. He was also the first person to investigate the effect of hyperons in

NS. One year later, Salpeter studied the role of hyperon in NSs [7]. Ambartsumyan and Saakyan

presented the first detailed calculation of the EoS for the NS matter which is composed of an

equilibrium mixture of degenerate free Fermi gases of baryon, mesons and leptons [8]. The effect

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

of baryon-baryon interaction on the dense matter EoS with hyperon content was studied by

Tsuruta and Cameron [9]. Various studies show the role of pion condensates on NS properties [10,

11, 12]. Kaplan and Nelson investigated kaon condensation in NS matter in the year 1986 [13].

The nuclear EoS model proposed by Walecka and Serot in the year 1986 is the most commonly

used model [14]. On the other hand, just after a year of the introduction of quark model [15, 16],

Ivanenko and Kurdgelaidze investigated the existence of deconfined quark matter in NS core in

1965 [17, 18]. Though many authors have paid their effort to construct the EoSs for describing

the extreme NS interior, still the exact nature of EoS at very high density is unknown [19].

Despite the theoretical efforts, the astronomical community took almost thirty years to take the

NS idea seriously until Jocylen Bell and Antony Hewish discovered the first pulsar (PSR) in

1967 accidentally. This source was identified to have a frequency of 81.5 MHz with a pulsating

period of 1.377 s. Pulsars are rotating NSs with strong magnetic field and remarkable stable

pulse period and was the first observational evidence for NS. Their magnetic axes are not aligned

to their rotation axes and the continuous radio emission from the magnetic poles sweeps our line

of sight periodically. However, this identification of pulsars with NS took some more theoretical

explanation. Gold [20] predicted a small increase in the period due to loss of rotational energy

through radiation, that was observationally confirmed when a slowdown of the Crab PSR was

discovered. The Crab nebula is the remnant of the historical supernova explosion observed by

Chinese astronomers in 1054 A.D. The simultaneous discoveries of the Crab and the Vela PSR

in 1968, both of which are located in supernova remnants, confirmed the prediction of Baade

and Zwicky that the NSs are formed in supernova explosions. The NS observation took a further

step when Hulse and Taylor [21] discovered the first binary pulsar PSR J1913+16 in 1974. Even

though PSRs were first discovered as radio sources, optical telescopes and several satellites with

onboard X-ray and γ-ray telescopes have been able to observe more than 2000 PSRs till date

[22].

1.2 Observational scenario

NSs are nature’s own unique laboratories to study matter under extreme conditions of gravity

and density. Such a cold and dense matter is not reachable in terrestrial facilities. They are very

compact objects with mass ∼ 1.5−2Msolar in a sphere of ∼ 10 km radius and rotational period of

1.5 ms–1000 s. NS observations are very difficult to measure mainly because they are very small

objects and are far away from us. Thanks to new generations of X-ray and γ-ray facilities (e.g.

Chandra, XMM-Newton, Swift, Integral, Agile, Fermi) as well as ground-based radio telescopes,

the observational study of NS has entered into a new era. The X-ray instrument onboard

ASTROSAT, the space based Indian observatory, can reveal characteristics of X-ray PSRs in a

wide temporal range. In addition, new ambitious projects, such as the gravitational-wave (GW)
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detectors Advanced LIGO and Advanced VIRGO are being completed, and even more ambitious

projects are in the pipeline [23, 24]. Particularly, the Square kilometer array (SKA) telescope

will take a leading role in the study of fundamental physics in strong gravitational fields of PSRs

and black holes. Apart from the obvious discovery of many more PSRs (even those with very

low luminosity), and the extremely accurate timing analysis of the current PSR population, SKA

will measure moment of inertia (I) of a PSR quicker than what is possible presently thanks to

its extraordinary sensitivity and large field of view.

1.2.1 Telescopes for NS observations

The NSs are unique objects whose emission encompasses all the available multi-messenger tracers:

electromagnetic waves (ranging from radio, infrared, optical, ultraviolet, X-ray and γ-ray), cosmic

rays, neutrinos, and gravitational waves. We briefly review few aspects of their observation

starting with the different types of telescopes that are used.

Electromagnetic Observations: PSR astronomy research has come a long way, since the

discovery of first radio pulse by Jocylyn Bell and Antony Hewish on the so-called “dipole array”.

This is no longer in use. The Lovell telescope at Jodrell Bank Observatory (Manchester, UK)

and the Parkes (Australia), Arecibo (Puerto Rico), Nançay (France), Effelsberg (Germany), the

Green Bank Telescope (USA) and LOFAR (Netherlands) are some of the active radio telescopes

in pulsar research. The high sensitivity of the GMRT at Pune, India makes it an outstanding

telescope for pulsar surveys at low frequencies (. 800 MHz). The Five-hundred-meter Aperture

Spherical radio Telescope (FAST) is world’s largest single-dish telescope, built in China. The

SKA, world’s largest radio telescope, is expected to begin operation early in the next decade [25].

The high precision timing technique in the SKA would quicken the determination of I of the

double PSR J0737-3039A. The distinguishable effect of PSR moment of inertia on the PSR

timing in SKA will be of the order of the 2PN level correction to the advance of periastron ω̇, due

to highly improved precision of timing measurements over its predecessors. It can also measure I

by estimating the spin-orbit misalignment angle δ in double NSs. SKA can potentially discover

highly relativistic binaries, exotic system like PSR-black hole (BH) binary and sub-millisecond

PSR [26]. Simultaneous measurement of high mass and high spin stars would be particularly

helpful in constraining the mass-radius (M-R) relation, which is closely related to our EoS

studies.

The Neutron star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) is a NASA Explorers program,

dedicated to the study the extraordinary gravitational, X-ray, and nuclear physics environments

embodied by NS. Large ground-based telescopes like the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in the

Atacama desert in Chile can be used to perform observations in the near infrared and the

optical bands. Observations in the extreme ultraviolet, X-ray and γray require the use of space
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observatories. Hubble Telescope normally sees NS in X-rays, γ-rays, and radio waves. The

Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO), the X-ray Multi Mirror (XMM-Newton) and the Rossi

X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) perform observation in X-ray while the High Energy Transient

Explorer (HETE-2), the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) and

the Fermi Gamma- ray Space Telescope (FGST) do it in γ-rays [19].

Although NSs are of interest in many areas of physics, our study is deeply connected to the

interplay between nuclear and astrophysics. We look forward to the new generation of exotic

beam facilities in France (SPIRAL), Germany (FAIR), Japan (RIKEN, J-PARC), USA (RIA) or

the EU (EURISOL); their experimental studies of very exotic nuclei would allow us probe the

fundamental nuclear interaction [19].

Neutrino Observations: The birth of NS in supernova explosions is accompanied by the

most powerful neutrino burst. The emission of neutrinos and antineutrinos of three flavors take

an important role in the cooling of the newly born hot neutron stars (PNS). Neutrinos carry

away most of the gravitational binding energy of the compact remnant and drives its evolution

from the PNS to the cold final state (NS). It is followed by the emission of photons at the

surface. The supernova explosion, SN1987A, in the Giant Magellanic Cloud has been an amazing

and extraordinary event; approximate 25 events were observed in real time in three different

experiments: Kamiokande II (12), Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB) (8), and Baksan (5) in a

burst lasting less than 13 seconds. The under-ice telescopes AMANDA (Antarctic Muon And

Neutrino Detector Array) in the South Pole and the under-water projects ANTARES (Astronomy

with a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss environmental Research), and the underground observatory

SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory) located 2100 meters underground in Ontario, Canada

have provided us with valuable data. A few thousands of neutrinos from the next Galactic

supernova are expected to be captured in deep-underground experiments like IceCube at the

South Pole, SuperKamiokande in Japan, KM3NET (Cubic Kilometre Neutrino Telescope) in the

Mediterranean sea, and Borexino in the Gran Sasso Laboratory. Unfortunately lots of social

movements have stopped the construction of India based neutrino observatory (INO).

Gravitational wave Observations: On August 17, 2017 the GW signal from a binary

NS merger was detected [27] for the first time by the Advanced LIGO (Laser Interferometer

Gravitational-Wave Observatory) and Advanced VIRGO (from the European Gravitational

Observatory) collaborations. This historic detection, GW170817, has ushered in a new era of NS

observations and has provided us with a new tool to explore the EoS at large densities and obtain

information on the structural properties such as mass and radii [28]. GWs from the oscillation

modes of NSs or during the coalescence of NS binaries or BH-NS binaries can also be a valuable

source of information. When two NSs orbit each other very closely, they spiral inward due to

gravitational radiation with time. As the two stars meet, their merger results in the formation

of either a more massive NS or a BH. The mergers marks the first cosmic event observed in both
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gravitational waves and electromagnetic waves. As the two NSs spiraled together, they emitted

gravitational waves that were detected for about 100 seconds. When they collided, a flash of

light in the form of γ rays was emitted and seen on Earth about two seconds after the GW

detection. In the days and weeks following the merger, other forms of electromagnetic radiation

such as X-ray, ultraviolet, optical, infrared and radio waves, were detected, making the event

truly multi-messenger.

The detected signal of GW, GW170817 manifest many interesting facts about dense NS matter.

Having a combined signal-to-noise ratio 32.4, this GW-signal is loudest one observed till date.

They found the component masses to be in the range 1.17–1.60 Msolar and the total mass of

the system as 2.74+0.04
−0.01 Msolar for low spin prior. The detection of a short (∼ 2s) gamma ray

burst, GRB 170817A after 1.7 s of the coalescence time provides a clear evidence of association

of short gamma ray bursts with NS mergers. This discovery yields important information about

short GRB, binary chirp mass, tidal deformability and dense matter in NS interior along with

GW speeds and heavy element synthesis through r-process. The observation of GW170817

has provided the chirp mass Mc = (m1m2)3/5

(m1+m2)1/5
of the binary system, where m1 and m2 are the

individual masses of the binary NS [27]. The tidal deformability depends inherently on the

properties of NS. The phase-shift analysis of the observed signal has set a limit to the tidal

deformability parameter, which on the other hand limits the NS radius between 12 and 13 km

and excludes very soft EoS [29]. The observational data from GW event GW170817 and NS

mass limit of Mmax ≥ 1.97Msolar in conjunction with laboratory measurements of neutron skin

thickness have constrained the EoS more stringently [30]. The future European Space Agency

mission LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna) is planned to be launched approximately in

2034 and LIGO-India is expected to be ready by 2024. The combined input of all these projects

will be crucial to collect data to advance our understanding of compact stars.

1.2.2 NS Observable

NSs are very strange objects. Newly born NSs are hot with a temperature of 1011 − 1012 K,

but they cool down to around 109 K on a timescale of a day due to neutrino emission. NSs

are really massive objects having masses in the order of Msolar (mass of sun) and have smaller

radii ∼ 10 kms. These are highly dense with core density ∼ 1017 kgm−3. They have largest

magnetic field strength ∼ 1015 G. These are believed to be the only place in the universe except

for the big bang where neutrinos become trapped. In this section, we discuss some of the gross

properties such as, mass (M) and radius (R) that are determined from observations. These

measured quantities can shed light on the EoS, composition etc.

Mass: Out of estimated total galactic population of a few tens of thousands of pulsars beaming

towards the earth, we observed ∼ 2500 radio PSRs in our galaxy so far [22]. Among these known
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Figure 1.1: Neutron Star Mass
Picture Courtesy: J. Lattimer, Annual Review of Nuclear and Particle Science, Vol. 62, 485,

2012

sources, fewer than 10% are in binary systems and only their mass could be measured precisely

using Shapiro delay or a combination of post-Keplerian orbital parameters such as orbital period

decay, advance of periastron, and constraints from spectroscopic modeling of the companion

star [26]. The Hulse-Taylor pulsar, PSR J0737-3039 is one of the best studied PSR in the NS

binaries. Masses are determined not only for double NS systems, but for several NS-white dwarf

binaries as well, since they allow measurement of orbital period decay. Mass of accreting NSs

can also be constrained by measuring the motion and spectral properties of the companions, but

this process has large uncertainties. Currently the accurately measured high-mass pulsars are

PSRs J1614-2230 and J0348+0432 with masses 1.928± 0.017 and 2.01± 0.04Msolar respectively

[31, 32, 33]. The first major observational constraint of the EoS came from these 2Msolar mass

observations, that rule out most of the soft EoS, as the matter pressure is not sufficient enough

to support stars to maintain this maximum mass limit against gravitational collapse. Measured

and estimated masses with 1σ uncertainties for NSs in radio binary pulsars and in x-ray accreting
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binaries are summarized in Fig. 1.1. Vertical dotted lines show the average masses of each group

(1.62Msolar , 1.33Msolar, and 1.56Msolar).

Radius: Besides mass the other important observable of the NS is radius. However, a possible

way to determine R is to use the thermal emission of low-mass X-ray binaries. The observed

X-ray flux (F) and temperature (T), assumed to be originated from a uniform blackbody, together

with the distance (D) of the star can be used to obtain an effective radius,

R∞ =

√
FD2

σT 4
. (1.1)

where, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the NS radius can be obtained from R∞ by using

the relation,

R = R∞

√
1− 2GM

c2R
. (1.2)

Here, M is the mass of the star. However, simultaneous M-R measurement for a single NS

is yet to come. There are several methods to constrain R utilizing various properties of

thermonuclear bursts, accretion-powered millisecond PSRs, kHz QPOs, relativistic broadening of

iron lines, quiescent emissions, and binary orbital motions, but they are not free from systematic

uncertainties [34]. These systematic errors in current radius estimation are so large that they

are not useful inputs to nuclear theories. Independent M and R measurement for the same

compact star without invoking their combination, for example red-shift, is yet to happen due

to various uncertainties such as the estimated distance of the source, the unknown chemical

compositions of the atmosphere, interstellar absorption, and the presence of magnetic field

[35]. Currently, transient low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) can give reliable constraints on

radii, as their atmosphere can be reliably modelled and their distance in globular clusters can

be accurately determined [28]. Further information on radii are expected from high-precision

telescopes and missions like SKA [25], NICER [36], and ATHENA [37] in near future.

Spin frequency: The mass-radius profiles from different models can intersect among themselves.

Therefore, we need a third independent parameter to constrain the EoS, i.e. spin, which is the

first measured quantity. So, at least three independent global parameters, for example, mass,

radius and spin frequency, of the same star are required in order to constrain the EoS models,

and hence to understand the dense core [34].

NSs are mostly observed in radio and are known as PSRs. The major part of the known NSs are

observed as radio PSRs, many of which exhibit very stable rotational periods of approximately

1 ms to 10 s [22]. Most of the PSRs discovered so far, take nearly ∼ 0.6 s to complete one

revolution. Depending on the observed rotation period, PSRs can be classified into two different

classes i) the normal PSRs with rotational periods of the order of ∼ 1s, ii) the millisecond PSRs

with rotational periods of ∼ 0.001 s. A young PSR rotates rapidly whereas an old one rotates

slowly. The maximum spin frequency for a star of mass M and radius R can be estimated as
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νmax = 1250Hz
(

M
Msolar

)1/2 (
R

10km

)−3/2
[38]. Interestingly, this can be as high as ∼ 1500–2000

Hz, beyond which a self-gravitating star would fly apart due to centrifugal acceleration. Till

date the highest frequency of a PSR ever established is 716 Hz, for PSR J1748–2446ad in the

globular cluster Terzan 5 [39]. However, the highest spin frequency of a NS in a binary with

another NS is only 44 Hz [40]. The slowest one, observed in 2011, takes an exceptionally large

amount of time (1062 s) compared to the rest [41].

Owing to highly accurate PSR timing, the rotational period P and the first time derivative Ṗ
and in certain cases, even the second P̈ of many radio PSRs have been observed. The famous

P Ṗ diagram encodes a lots of information about the PSR age, its magnetic field strength or

spin-down power.

1.3 Birth of a NS

A massive progenitor star (≥ 8Msolar) completes all the nuclear burning phases starting from

hydrogen to silicon burning towards the end of its life cycle. It leaves a core consisting of

mainly iron-56 nuclei which is surrounded by concentric shells of silicon, oxygen, neon, carbon,

helium and hydrogen. Iron-56, having the maximum binding energy, can’t undergo further

thermonuclear fusion to release energy. The core contracts raising its temperature which results

in breaking the iron nuclei to lighter nuclei and free nucleons through nuclear photodisintegration.

Free electrons combine with protons to produce neutrons by electron capture process which is

also referred as neutronization. As soon as the core reaches nuclear densities, a strong repulsive

nuclear force comes into existence and suppresses further collapse. The collapsing core starts

rebound and generates a shock wave. This shock wave travels through the infalling material and

blows out the stellar envelope. This is called as type II supernova explosion. When the mass of

core exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass limit (1.44 Msolar), it may collapse to a BH under its own

gravity. The lepton rich and neutrino-trapped, hot (T∼ few tens of MeV) collapsed core may

settle into hydrostatic equilibrium after few milliseconds of the bounce. This is known as the

PNS. Neutrino diffusion carries out most of its energy leaving behind a cold NS.

1.4 NS Structure

The NS structure can be split into four main layers: an outer crust, an inner crust, an outer core

and the inner core (see Figure 1.2). These layers are surrounded by an atmosphere. Different

particle species and states of matter are believed to be present in different density regimes. The

outer parts of the star consist of an elastic crust of neutron-rich atomic nuclei, permeated by

superfluid neutrons. In the outer core, the protons coexist as superconducting fluid along with
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Figure 1.2: Structure of Neutron Stars.
Picture Courtesy: Isaac Vidana, ”A short walk through the physics of neutron stars”

The European Physical Journal Plus, Vol. 133, 445, 2018

superfluid neutrons and relativistic gas of electrons. At the high density interior, the chemical

potential of nucleons and leptons increase rapidly. Consequently, depending upon the stellar mass

and the relative stiffness of matter, it may contain several novel phases with large strangeness

fraction such as hyperon matter, Bose-Einstein condensates of strange mesons and deconfined

quark matter.

1.4.1 High dense core matter

The density of compact star matter varies from normal nuclear matter density at the surface

to few times of that at the core. As the density increases towards the core, an equilibrium

mixture of neutrons, protons and electrons is expected to exist. The reactions which lead to the

β-equilibrium in the system are,

n→ p+ e− + ν̄e,

p+ e− → n+ νe.

Neutrinos escape freely from the star. Therefore, the condition of chemical equilibrium is,

µn = µe + µp. (1.3)
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The neutrons are more abundant than protons, experimental value of a positive symmetry energy

(∼ 30 MeV) for normal nuclear matter add support to this [42].

Hyperons

NS matter core is mainly composed of neutrons and a small mixture of protons and electrons at

normal nuclear matter density. The particle population is arranged in such a manner that they

attain minimum energy configuration and maintain electric charge neutrality along with chemical

equilibrium. At the high density core, the Fermi energy of nucleons become sufficiently large;

according to Pauli principle, the formation of hyperons becomes energetically favorable. The

total energy and also the pressure of the system are lowered by sharing baryon number among

several baryon species. As the nucleon chemical potential hyperons outweighs their in-medium

mass in the high dense core, they are populated [43]. Hyperons are generated by strong reactions

in the star interior. For example, Λ hyperons appear in the system through,

N +N −→ N + Λ +K. (1.4)

The associated kaon is free to decay unless it is driven by some phase transition to condensed

phases. Some of the decays are,

K0 −→ 2γ

K− −→ µ− + ν̄

µ− +K+ −→ µ− + µ+ + ν −→ 2γ + ν. (1.5)

As the temperature falls with neutrino loss, strong reactions like Eq. 1.4 are no longer possible

because of the energy required to create the kaon. Nevertheless the growth of strangeness

continues through direct weak flavor changing reactions such as,

n+N + µ− −→ N + Σ− + 2γ + ν. (1.6)

The neutrinos and photons leak out of the star lowering its energy. Consequently, Λ hyperons

become Pauli-blocked and a net strangeness evolves. The in-medium mass of hyperons and the

meson-hyperon coupling constants are determined from experimental inputs such as the nature

of the nuclear-hyperon interaction. Analysis of hypernuclei events predict an attractive potential

for Λ and Ξ whereas a repulsive potential for Σ in symmetric nuclear matter.
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Bose-Einstein condensates of antikaons

The original problem of antikaon condensation dates back to 1986-87 when Kaplan and Nelson

first demonstrated within a chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R model that K− mesons may undergo

Bose-Einstein condensation in dense matter formed in heavy ion collisions as well as in NSs [13].

The isospin doublet for kaons is K ≡ (K+,K0) and that for antikaons K̄ ≡ (K−, K̄0). The net

effect of K− condensates in NS matter is to maintain charge neutrality replacing electrons and

to soften the EoS resulting in the reduction of maximum mass of the NS [44, 45]. The s-wave

condensation sets in when its effective in-medium mass equals to electron chemical potential.

This occurs through,

n
 p+K−, n
 p+ π−

e− 
 K− + νe, e− 
 π− + νe (1.7)

The threshold condition is met only if the interaction of mesons in nuclear medium is attractive,

which reduces its effective mass. The fact that antikaons experience an attractive potential and

kaons have a repulsive interaction in nuclear matter, can be inferred from various experimental

data [44, 46, 47]. The threhold of antikaon condensation depends sensitively on the optical

potential, whose value in nuclear medium is not known exactly. Various groups studied K−

condensation in the core of NSs using a chiral model [48] and in the traditional meson-exchange

picture [44, 45, 46, 49]. It was noted in all these calculations that the typical threshold density

of K− condensation in nucleons-only NS matter was about 3-4 times normal nuclear matter

density [43].

1.4.2 The crust

NS crust is divided into two parts - outer and inner crusts. The outer crust spans over the

density range from ∼ 104 g/cm3 to 1011 g/cm3 and is composed of nuclei and electrons. The

outer crust was extensively studied by Baym, Pethick and Sutherland (BPS) [50]. In this model,

nuclei are arranged in a lattice to minimize the Gibbs free energy. The density (4× 1011 g/cm3),

at which neutrons drip out of the nuclei mark the end of outer crust. Above this density, a sea of

superfluid neutrons may accompany the nuclei and becomes more abundant at higher densities.

The inner crust extends from the neutron drip density up to the density at which the matter

becomes uniform. In this density regime, the system displays rich and complex structures which

result from the competition between nuclear and coulomb interactions.

The solid crust of a NS with a mass M > 1Msolar though contains only about 1% of star’s total

mass, it is believed to play an important role in many NS phenomena, e.g. pulsar glitches, X-ray

bursts, gamma-ray flares of magnetars, cooling of NS etc [51]. Few unified EoSs are available

where core and crust are described using the same nuclear model. However, Fortin et. al has
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shown that the use of non-unified EoS with a simplified matching between the crust and the

core can introduce a lots of uncertainties in the radius determination [52].

1.5 Universality Relations

The internal structure of a compact star depends on its EoS and can be inferred by many

astrophysical observations. We have discussed the observational scenario of the NS in details in

section 1.2. Though mass measurement has been done with high accuracy, direct measurements

of radii do not exist. Simultaneous M-R measurement can be done with accuracy ∼ 10% by

X-ray bursters and LMXB observations. Double NS pulsar observation may allow to measure

I (I ∝MR2) with the same accuracy. GW observation can infer the tidal love number, which

relates I and Q, from binary NS inspirals with second generation ground based detectors like

Advanced LIGO, Advanced VIRGO [23, 24]. Though these observations allow us to study the

properties of compact stars with good accuracy but still none of these observations are accurate

enough to choose proper EoS among many proposed.

In recent years, there has also been an alternative approach to study the structure of the NS,

namely the study of universal relations among several quantities that characterizes a compact

object. These quantities explicitly depend on the internal structure of the star and the relations

among themselves are supposed to be independent of the EoS of the star. Therefore if one of

them is measured, the other can be estimated from an analytical expression without taking into

consideration the internal structure of the star. For example, radius of a NS can be determined

if we know its M and I. But, many of these universality relations are approximate as they

exist only in some particular regime such as slow rotation approximation and not very strong

magnetic field.

It has been shown that at very high rotational frequencies, the universality between I and Q

breaks down as both the deviations due to EoS and spin frequency are comparable at high spin

frequency [53]. It has also been shown that a comparatively slowly rotating star (P & 10s) and

strong magnetic fields (B & 1012 G), the universality between I and Q breaks down [54]. The

slowly rotating stars are found to abide by universal relations as reported in Refs. [55, 56]. Many

authors tried to highlight a relation between normalized I (I/MR2) and stellar compactness

(C := M/R) [35, 53, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Breu and Rezzolla [59] studied such universal relations in

great detail. Apart from the normalized moment of inertia (I/MR2), they have used another

normalization (I/M3) and showed that universality relation holds more tightly than the previous

case. It has been discovered that such relations exist among I, the Love number associated

with the tidal deformation (λ) and spin induced Q [55, 56]. The relations among I, Q and λ

are termed as I-love-Q relations. Physically I quantifies how fast a fixed angular momentum

star rotates, while Q reflects how much a spherically symmetric star is deformed. The tidal
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deformability quantifies how easily a star can be deformed [28]. Two possible reasons can explain

the weak dependence of universal relations on EoS. One is that these relations preferably depend

on the internal structure of the star far from the the core where all realistic EoSs approach each

other. The second reason can be inferred on the aspect that the I-love-Q trio advances that of a

BH as the C of NS increases. These relations are independent of internal structure of BH due to

the no-hair theorem [56].

1.6 Objective of my Work

In this study, we investigate the effect of appearance of exotic constituents on the universal

relations associated with different physical quantities in cold NSs and isentronic lepton rich

PNSs. We consider G = c = kB = 1 throughout our work, G, c and kB being the universal

gravitational constant, speed of light and Boltzmann constant respectively.

1.6.1 Critical mass, moment of inertia and universal relations of rapidly ro-

tating neutron stars with exotic matter

We calculate I of NSs with different exotic constituents such as hyperons and antikaon condensates

and study its variation with mass and spin frequency. The sets of EoSs, generated within the

framework of RMF model with DD2 couplings are adopted for this purpose. We follow the

quasi-stationary evolution of rotating stars along the constant rest mass sequences, that varies

considerably with different constituents in the EoS. We also explore the universal relations

associated with some of the normalized properties, such as critical mass and I for specific EoS

or as a matter of fact constituents of the dense matter. Deviations in the universal relations for

I are observed at higher C. We study these relations for cold NS. The earlier authors in their

analysis considered a large set of nucleonic EoSs with different stiffness. They satisfy the two

solar mass limit, but many of them use non-relativistic interactions, and some of the relativistic

EoSs also use the parameter sets that are not favorable in view of the symmetry energy nuclear

experimental data. It was not known if the inclusion of exotic components or a phase transition

inside the NS core would effect the universality relations. This is one of the main goals of the

present work. We are also motivated to study the effect of higher rotational frequencies on

the universality relation between normalized I and stellar compactness. This study presents

important results concerning the properties of NSs, that could be observationally verified in the

near future using SKA telescope.
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1.6.2 Properties of Massive Rotating Protoneutron Stars with Hyperons:

Structure and Universality

Next, we study the properties and structure of a massive and rapidly rotating PNS with hyperon

content. We follow several stages of quasi-stationary evolution in an approximate way at four

discrete steps. We use the RMF model with DD2 parameter set and construct the EoSs for these

four stages starting from neutrino-trapped, isentropic PNS to cold catalyzed β-equilibrated NS.

We use these EoSs to study the initial stages of PNS evolution and calculate different quantities

such as M, R, I, and Q to get different rotating configurations upto the mass-shedding limit. We

study the effect of the appearance of Λ, the lightest of all hyperons, on each of the evolutionary

stages of the PNS. We also check its sensitivity to the inclusion of φ vector meson as a mediator

of Λ− Λ interaction in detail. Earlier studies investigated the effect of hyperons mostly by using

older EoS parametrizations which are not consistent with the recent observations or the latest

experimental data. We address the hyperon-puzzle with a more realistic microphysical input.

Finally, we investigate the universal relations between I and C in the context of a hot and young

compact object. We employ our newly-constructed finite entropy EoSs for this study.

1.6.3 Role of antikaon condensation on the universality relations of hot and

rapidly rotating neutron stars

We generate profiles of several structural properties such as M, energy density (ε), and temperature

(T) of a rotating NS comprising of nucleons and antikaon condensates using both cold as well

as finite entropy EoSs. The density dependent DD2 model is used to formulate the EoSs. The

parameters like M, R, I, Q and angular momentum (J) are calculated as a function of rotation

frequency for a NS with fixed baryonic mass. Next, we investigate the relation of normalized I

and Q with C and also check the universal relations between I and Q. It is found that I and Q

are individually independent of EoS for cold as well as hot NS. Finally, we extend our study to

calculate the tidal deformability parameter and love number and show their variation with C.
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Formalism

2.1 Introduction

The NS core is the novel site in the universe where highly dense and strongly interacting matter

exists. The interior of such a highly dense star is far beyond direct astronomical observations as

they are too tiny (radius ∼ 10km) and at the same time too far (typically around a few hundreds

of pc) from the earth. Hence, many theoretical models have been proposed to study the the NS

interior. The Walecka model is one of such model which uses a Lorentz covariant theory of dense

matter and is referred as relativistic field theoretical model [14]. It describes the interaction

among nucleons in a medium via the exchange of scalar σ and vector ω mesons and has been

widely used for the study of dense matter in the context of compact astrophysical objects as

well as heavy ion physics [61]. The attractive and repulsive parts of the nuclear force are taken

into account by σ and ω mesons respectively. Later, the Walecka model has been extended to

incorporate ρ meson as well as other baryons of the baryon octet [43]. The ρ mesons take care

of the isospin asymmetry of the system. All the model parameters are adjusted to reproduce the

bulk properties such as saturation density, binding energy and compressibility, K of symmetric

nuclear matter along with the effective mass. Though this meson-exchange model could well

explain the nuclear matter and nuclei below saturation density, extrapolating the nuclear matter

properties beyond saturation density leads to uncertainties. Regime above saturation density is

not well understood. To represent the high dense behaviour of matter, nonlinear self interaction

terms for scalar and vector fields are used in most of the RMF calculations [61]. But, they are

not free from instabilities and higher order field dependence at high density [62].

An alternative approach is to include the many body correlations in a RMF model by making the

meson-baryon couplings density dependent [45, 63, 64]. The variational derivatives of vertices

with respect to baryon fields give rise to rearrangement terms in baryon field equations [65]. The

15
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rearrangement term in baryon chemical potential significantly changes the pressure, consequently

the EoS at higher densities [45, 63, 64].

Nuclear symmetry energy i.e the energy associated with isospin asymmetry plays a major role in

EoS behaviour at high densities, by altering its stiffness. It is of great importance, along with its

density dependence, in studying many crucial problems in astrophysics, such as neutronization in

core collapse supernova explosion, neutrino emission from PNS, NS radii, crust thickness, cooling

among various others [66]. The symmetry energy and density dependence near the saturation

density n0 are denoted by Sν=Esym(n0) and slope parameter L=3n0dEsym/dn|n=n0,T=0. These

parameters can be constrained by the findings of precise nuclear physics experiments (heavy

ion collision analysis, dipole polarizability analysis etc.) as well as astrophysical observations.

The bounds on the parameters are found to be 29 MeV < Sν < 32.7 MeV and 40.5 MeV < L <

61.9 MeV respectively [66, 67]. The RMF model with DD2 parameter set, where Sν = 31.67

MeV and L = 55.04 MeV, is fully consistent with the above experimental and observational

constraints [64]. In fact, it is the only relativistic EoS model with linear couplings. Also DD2

EoS model agrees well with the predictions by Chiral EFT [67]. However, it should be noted

that density dependent parametrization was in use [68, 65, 45] even before this symmetry energy

experimental data was available. The current DD2 model differs form the previous model only

by the use of experimental nuclear masses [64].

2.2 Model

The starting point in a field theoretical model of dense matter is the strong interaction Lagrangian.

In the present approach, the model Lagrangian density is given as,

LB =
∑
B

ψ̄B
(
iγµ∂

µ −mB + gσBσ − gωBγµωµ − gρBγµτB · ρµ
)
ψB

+
1

2

(
∂µσ∂

µσ −m2
σσ

2
)
− 1

4
ωµνω

µν +
1

2
m2
ωωµω

µ − 1

4
ρµν · ρµν +

1

2
m2
ρρµ · ρµ. (2.1)

Leptons are considered as non-interacting particles and the Lagrangian density for leptons is of

the form,

Ll =
∑
l

ψ̄l
(
iγµ∂

µ −ml

)
ψl . (2.2)

Here, ψl is lepton spinor and ψB denotes the baryon octets. The baryons interact via the exchange

of scalar σ, vector ω, and ρ mesons, τB is the isospin operator. The field strength tensors for the

vector mesons are given by ωµν = ∂µων − ∂νωµ and ρµν = ∂µρν − ∂νρµ. The coupling strength
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of the mesons with baryons is specified by gαB(n̂) where α = σ, ω and ρ. They are density-

dependent. The density operator n̂ is given by, n̂=
√
ĵµĵµ, where ĵµ = ψ̄γµψ. The meson-baryon

couplings also become function of total baryon density n i.e. < gαB(n̂) >= gαB(< n̂ >) = gαB(n)

[45, 64].

The above model has been extended to accommodate the whole baryon octet. The hyperons-

nucleons interaction is considered through meson exchange in similar fashion as the nucleon-

nucleon interaction. However, an additional vector meson φ is included here. It has role only for

the hyperon-hyperon interaction. [62, 69]. The Lagrangian density for this interaction is,

LY Y =
∑
B

ψ̄B(gφBγµφ
µ)ψB −

1

4
φµνφ

µν +
1

2
m2
φφµφ

µ . (2.3)

The equations of motion for mesons, baryon fields and antikaon condensations are derived from

total Lagrangian density using Euler-Lagrange equation,

∂µ

[
∂L

∂(∂µφ)

]
− ∂L
∂φ

= 0. (2.4)

where φ denotes any of the fields. The meson field equations for baryons are given by,

∂µ(∂µσ) +m2
σσ =

∑
B

gσBψ̄BψB

∂νωµν +m2
ωωµ =

∑
B

gωBψ̄BγµψB

∂νφµν +m2
φφµ =

∑
B

gφBψ̄BγµψB

∂νραµν +m2
ρρµα =

1

2

∑
B

gρBψ̄BγµταBψB (2.5)

The exact solutions of the mesons equations are complicated because of the presence of the

source terms on the right hand side of equations 2.5. Again, in the strong interaction, coupling

constants gωB, gσB and gρB are too large to use the perturbative approach. So, the mean

field approximation is used to solve the meson equations of motion self-consistently. In this

approximation, the meson fields are replaced by their classical values. σ →< σ >, ωµ →< ωµ >

and ρµ →< ρµ >. For a static system, all space time derivatives of the fields vanish. Also, in

the rest frame of the matter the space components of ωµ and ρµ vanish. The third component of

ρ meson couples to nucleons because the expectation values of the sources for charged ρ mesons

vanish in the ground state of the system. The mean meson fields are denoted by σ, ω0 and ρ03.
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Charge neutrality and baryon number conservation conditions are imposed to solve meson field

equations self-consistently. The Dirac equation for baryons under mean field approximation

reduces to,

[γµ (i∂µ − ΣB)−m∗B]ψB = 0. (2.6)

Here m∗B = mB−gσBσ is the effective baryon mass, with mB as the vacuum rest mass of baryon B

whereas ΣB = Σ
(0)
B +Σ

(r)
B is the vector self-energy. The first term in the vector self-energy consists

of the usual non-vanishing components of the vector mesons i.e. Σ
(0)
B = gωBω0+gρBτ3Bρ03+gφBφ0

and the second term is rearrangement term. It arises due to density-dependence of the meson-

baryon coupling constants [45] and is given by,

Σ
(r)
B =

∑
B

[−g′σBσnsB + g′ωBω0nB + g′ρBτ3Bρ03nB + g′φBφ0nB] , (2.7)

where g′αB = ∂gαB
∂ρB

, α = σ, ω, ρ, φ and τ3B is the isospin projection ofB=n, p, Y. The baryons and

leptons are in chemical equilibrium in NSs interior with the equilibrium condition µi = biµn−qiµe ,

where bi is the baryon number and qi, the charge of ith baryon and µn is the chemical potential

of neutrons and µe is that of electrons. This condition determines the threshold of a particular

hyperon. When the chemical potential of the neutron and electron become sufficiently large at

high density and eventually the threshold of hyperons are reached, they are populated. The

chemical potential for the baryon B is µB =
√
k2
B +m∗2B + gωBω0 + gρBτ3Bρ03 + gφBφ0 + Σ

(r)
B .

The term gφBφ0 in µB is applicable for hyperons only.

We choose the antikaon-baryon interaction on the same footing as the baryon-baryon interaction.

The Lagrangian density for antikaons in the minimal coupling scheme is given by [44, 46, 47, 70],

LK = D∗µK̄D
µK −m∗2K K̄K . (2.8)

Here, the covariant derivative is Dµ = ∂µ+igωKωµ+igρKτK ·ρµ+igφKφµ and m∗K = mK−gσKσ
is the effective mass of antikaons where mK is the bare kaon mass. The isospin doublet for kaons

is, K ≡ (K+,K0) and that for antikaons is K̄ ≡ (K−, K̄0).

The meson field equations in presence of antikaon condensates in mean field approximation have

an additional contribution from the antikaon condensates and are given by,
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m2
σσ =

∑
B

gσBn
s
B + gσK

∑
K̄

nK̄ , (2.9)

m2
ωω0 =

∑
B

gωBnB − gωK
∑
K̄

nK̄ , (2.10)

m2
ρρ03 =

∑
B

gρBτ3BnB + gρK
∑
K̄

τ3K̄nK̄ , (2.11)

m2
φφ0 =

∑
B

gφBnB − gφK
∑
K̄

nK̄ . (2.12)

Here, nB
s and nB are the scalar number density and number density of baryons respectively.

Similarly, nK̄ is the number density for kaons. The in-medium energy of the K± mesons is given

by,

ωK± =
√

(k2 +m∗K)± (gωKω0 + gρKρ03). (2.13)

Here, the effective mass of the antikaons is m∗K = mK − gσKσ with mK is the bare kaon mass.

The momentum dependence vanishes in ωK± for s-wave (k = 0) condensation. µK− = ωK− is

the threshold condition for s-wave K− condensate. The chemical potential of K− is determined

through the chemical equilibrium in the reaction n↔ p+K− as,

µK− = µn − µp = µe. (2.14)

The ωK+ won’t drop to satisfy the threshold condition of ωK+ = µe but ωK− decreases from its

vacuum value mK with increasing density as the meson fields grow. Thus only K− condensates

appear in the system [48].

2.2.1 EoS of PNS and cold NS core

When a massive star (M & 8Msolar) reaches the end of its life, its core collapses. This leads

to supernova explosion leaving its center as a dense compact remnant, called a PNS. Initially,

the PNS is very hot, lepton-rich and rapidly rotating. It deleptonizes releasing the trapped

neutrinos. In the process, the neutrinos heat up the PNS while decreasing the net lepton fraction.

After that, the PNS enters a steady cooling phase and becomes a cold, catalyzed NS [48, 71, 72].

Here we describe how the EoS for the dense core is calculated solving the meson field equations

described in the previous section. First, we will discuss the zero temperature EoS, appropriate

to a cold NS. Next we move on to isentropic, finite temperature EoS, which best describes the

hot and neutrino-trapped PNS.
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Zero temperature EoS

The temperature of the stable NS is low (∼ a few MeV), compared to the momenta (∼ a few

hundreds of MeV) of the constituents Fermions. Hence, the dense interior of the cold NS can be

suitably represented by zero-temperature EoS. The number density and scalar number density

for the baryons are given by,

nB = < ψ̄Bγ0ψB >=
k3
FB

3π2
, (2.15)

nsB = < ψ̄BψB >=
2JB + 1

2π2

∫ kFB

0

m∗B
(k2 +m∗2B )1/2

k2 dk

=
m∗B
2π2

[
kFB

√
kFB

2 +m∗2B −m
∗2
B ln

kFB +
√
kFB

2 +m∗2B

m∗B

]
. (2.16)

The energy density due to baryons can be expressed as,

εB =
1

2
m2
σσ

2 +
1

2
m2
ωω

2
0 +

1

2
m2
ρρ

2
03 +

1

2
m2
φφ

2
0 +∑

B

2JB + 1

2π2

∫ kFB

0
(k2 +m∗2B )1/2k2 dk +

∑
l

1

π2

∫ KFl

0
(k2 +m2

l )
1/2k2 dk. (2.17)

The rearrangement term won’t contribute to energy density but appears in pressure through

baryon chemical potentials. It accounts for the energy-momentum conservation and thermody-

namic consistency of the system [45]. The expression for pressure (PB) is given as,

PB = −1

2
m2
σσ

2 +
1

2
m2
ωω

2
0 +

1

2
m2
φφ

2
0 +

1

2
m2
ρρ

2
03 + Σ

(r)
B

∑
B

nB

+
1

3

∑
B

2JB + 1

2π2

∫ kFB

0

k4 dk

(k2 +m∗2B )1/2
+

1

3

∑
l

1

π2

∫ kFl

0

k4 dk

(k2 +m2
l )

1/2
. (2.18)

The Gibbs-Duhem relation gives the relation between pressure (PB) and energy density (εB),

PB =
∑
i

µini − εB . (2.19)

The scalar and vector densities of antikaon condensates at T=0 for s-wave (k=0) are same and

given by, [70]

nK−, K̄0 = 2
(
ωK−,K̄0 + gωKω0 + gφKφ0 ± gρKρ03

)
K̄K . (2.20)

The energy density of antikaons is given by εK̄= m∗K
(
nK− + nK̄0

)
. However, antikaon conden-

sates do not contribute to the pressure directly. The pressure arises due to baryons and leptons

only. The total energy density of the NS interior is ε = εB + εK̄ + εl which has contribution from

the baryons, leptons, and the antikaons.
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Finite entropy EoS

As we proceed to construct isentropic EoS for PNS, the expressions for number density and

scalar number density of baryons are modified to,

nB = 2

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
1

eβ(E∗−νB) + 1
− 1

eβ(E∗+νB) + 1

)
. (2.21)

nSB = 2

∫
d3k

(2π)3

m∗B
E∗

(
1

eβ(E∗−νB) + 1
+

1

eβ(E∗+νB) + 1

)
. (2.22)

where, β = 1/T and E∗ =
√

(k2 +m∗2B ). The explicit form of the energy density is

εB =
1

2
m2
σσ

2 +
1

2
m2
ωω

2
0 +

1

2
m2
ρρ

2
03 +

1

2
m2
φφ

2
0

+2
∑

B=n,p,Y

∫
d3k

(2π)3
E∗
(

1

eβ(E∗−νB) + 1
+

1

eβ(E∗+νB) + 1

)
. (2.23)

The pressure due to baryons is calculated as [43],

PB = −1

2
m2
σσ

2 +
1

2
m2
ωω

2
0 +

1

2
m2
ρρ

2
03 +

1

2
m2
φφ

2
0 + Σ

(r)
B

∑
B

nB

+2T
∑

B=n,p,Y

∫
d3k

(2π)3
[ln(1 + e−β(E∗−νB)) + ln(1 + e−β(E∗+νB))]. (2.24)

We adopt the finite entropy treatment of antikaon condensates by Pons. et. al [73]. The net

antikaon number density is given by nK = nCK + nTK , where nCK is the K− condensate density

and nTK is the thermal density [74]. The expressions for these densities are

nCK = 2

(
ωK− + gωKω0 +

1

2
gρKρ03

)
K̄K = 2m∗KK̄K . (2.25)

nTK =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
1

eβ(ωK−−µ) − 1
− 1

eβ(ωK++µ) − 1

)
. (2.26)

The condensates do not contribute to pressure, but implicitly change the rearrangement term of

Eq. 2.7 via the values of meson fields. The energy density of K− condensates is given by,

εK = m∗Kn
C
K +

(
gωKω0 +

1

2
gρKρ03

)
nTK

+

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
ωK−

eβ(ωK−−µK− ) − 1
+

ωK+

eβ(ωK++µK+ ) − 1

)
. (2.27)
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The first term of energy density is the contribution due to K− condensate and second, third

terms are the thermal contributions.

In addition to nucleons and K− mesons, we also consider non-interacting leptons in the system.

We calculate number densities, energy densities and pressures of leptons in similar way as baryons.

When the electron chemical potential µe becomes equal to the muon mass in a NS, the electrons

are converted to muons by the reaction, e− → µ− + ν̄µ + νe. Thus, the appearance of muons is

determined by the condition µe = µµ. Usually muons are ignored in hot dense matter because of

their high rest mass (mµ ∼ 105.66MeV/c2), which suppresses their appearance. However, at

high temperatures the electron chemical potential exceeds mµ leading to a significant number of

muons. But in our study, the energetically favoured antikaon condensates replace the leptons as

soon as they are formed. As the formation of µ+s is strongly suppressed we ignored them. Thus,

the total energy density in the presence of K− condensates is, ε = εB + εK + εl.

We construct the hot EoS at constant entropy per baryon (sB). The entropy density (SB)

of baryons is related to energy density and pressure through Gibbs-Duhem relation as SB =

β
(
εB + PB −

∑
i µini

)
, where, i = n, p, Y . The entropy density of antikaons is, SK = β(εK +

PK − µK−nK), where, nK = nCK + nTK . The entropy per baryon is given by sB = S/nB, where

nB is the total baryon density and S is the total entropy density, which has contribution from

the baryons, antikaons and leptons.

2.2.2 Some important features of the formalism

Matching different parts of the EoS

In this section, we briefly discuss some of the important features of the formalism, we follow.

Our NS and PNS EoSs are constructed in a unified way by smoothly matching the high density

and low density parts following Banik et al. [49]. For the low-density part, nuclear statistical

model of Hempel and Schaffner-Bielich [75] is used to treat the heavy and light nuclei as well as

the interacting nucleons, including the excluded volume effects and other in-medium effects. It

consists of non-uniform matter of light and heavy nuclei along with unbound nucleons at low

temperatures and densities that are below nuclear saturation. Interaction among the unbound

nucleons are described by considering the same Lagrangian density as in Eq. 2.1 and using the

density dependent formalism [64, 75]. As the hyperons and K− condensates appear only at high

densities and at relatively high temperatures, the nuclei and exotic matter are never found to

coexist. Therefore, we simply use the non-uniform part of the nucleons-only HS(DD2) EoS [49,

75] following the standard prescription of minimisation of free energy as is given in Banik et.

al. [49]. Although the above procedure allows for a smooth transition between the different

parts of EoS at around nuclear saturation density, it is of course not completely consistent as

was emphasised in Marques et. al. [76]. Recently, Fortin et. al. [52] have shown that the
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Table 2.1: Parameters of the meson-nucleon couplings in DD2 model

meson α gαB aα bα cα dα
ω 13.342362 1.369718 0.496475 0.817753 0.638452
σ 10.686681 1.357630 0.634442 1.005358 0.575810
ρ 3.626940 0.518903

core-crust matching does not have any effect on the maximum mass allowed for the star, but the

uncertainty in radius calculations can be ∼ 4% depending on the way core-crust matching is

done.

The constraints

For NS matter, other than charge neutrality and baryon number conservation, we impose an

additional condition of β equilibrium on the chemical potentials, µn − µp = µe. On the other

hand, the chemical equilibrium condition for the lepton-trapped PNS is µn−µp = µe−µν . Also,

just after its birth, the PNS initially has trapped neutrinos and the lepton fraction is fixed at

YL = 0.4.

2.2.3 Model parameters

The nucleon-meson density-dependent couplings are determined following the prescription of

Typel et. al [63, 64]. The functional dependence of the couplings on density was first introduced

in [77] and is described as,

gαB(nB) = gαB(n0)fα(x). (2.28)

with x = nB/n0, nB being the baryon density, and fα(x) is

fα(x) = aα
1 + bα(x+ dα)2

1 + cα(x+ dα)2
. (2.29)

Here, α = ω, σ. the number of parameters are reduced by constraining the functions as

fσ(1) = fω(1) = 1, f ′σ(0) = f ′ω(0) = 0 and fσ(1) = fω(1) = 1 , f ′′σ (1) = f ′′ω(1) [63]. The ρµ

coupling decreases at higher densities, therefore, an exponential density-dependence is assumed

for the isovector meson ρ i.e. fα(x) = exp[−aα(x− 1)] [77]. These functional dependence is now

widely used [78, 79, 80]. The saturation density, the mass of σ meson, the couplings gαB(n0)

and the coefficients aα, bα, cα, dα are found by fitting the finite nuclei properties [63, 64] and

are tabulated in Table 2.1 [81]. The fit gives the saturation density n0 = 0.149065fm−3, binding

energy per nucleon as −16.02 MeV and incompressibility K = 242.7 MeV. The masses of neutron,

proton, ω and ρ mesons are 939.56536, 938.27203, 783, 763 MeV respectively [64].
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Next, we determine the hyperon-meson couplings. In the absence of density-dependent Dirac-

Bruekner calculation for hyperon couplings, we use scaling factors [62, 81] and nucleon-meson

couplings of Table 2.1 to determine the hyperon-meson couplings. The vector coupling constants

for hyperons are determined from the SU(6) symmetry [62] as,

1

2
gωΣ = gωΞ =

1

3
gωN ,

1

2
gρΣ = gρΞ = gρN ; gρΛ = 0,

2gφΛ = gφΞ = −2
√

2

3
gωN . (2.30)

The scalar meson (σ) coupling to hyperons is obtained from the potential depth of a hyperon

(Y) in the saturated nuclear matter,

UNY (n0) = −gσY σ + gωY ω0 + Σ
(r)
N , (2.31)

where Σ
(r)
N involves only the contributions of nucleons. The analysis of energy levels in Λ-

hypernuclei suggests a potential well depth of Λ in symmetric matter UNΛ (n0) = −30 MeV [82,

83]. On the other hand, recent analysis of a few Ξ-hypernuclei events predict a Ξ well depth of

UNΞ (n0) = −18 MeV [84, 85]. The potential Σ hyperons feel in nuclear matter is quite uncertain.

The analyses of (π−, K+) reactions off nuclei suggest a moderate repulsive potential, whereas

σ−-atomic data indicates an attractive potential at the surface to a repulsive one inside the

nucleus. Hence Σ hyperons are not considered in our studies. The experimental studies of HICs

and the theoretical studies derived from chiral effective forces [86] are expected to narrow down

these uncertainties of hyperon-nucleon interactions in dense matter. However, the particular

choice of hyperon-nucleon potential does not change the maximum mass of NSs [87]. We use

these values and find the scaling factor RσΛ = 0.62008 and RσΞ = 0.32097. Finally, we compute

the meson-antikaon couplings on the same footing as that of meson-hyperon couplings. However,

we do not consider any density-dependence for antikaon-nucleon couplings. According to the

quark model and isospin counting rule, the vector coupling constants are given by,

gωK =
1

3
gωN ; gρK = gρN

√
2 and

√
2 gφK = 6.04. (2.32)

The scalar coupling constant (gσK) is obtained from the real part of the K− optical potential at

the normal nuclear matter density, [44, 45, 46, 62]

UK̄ (n0) = −gσKσ − gωKω0 + Σ
(r)
N . (2.33)

The study of kaon atoms clearly suggests an attractive antikaon nucleon optical potential.

However, there is controversy about how deep the potential is, whether the antikaon optical

potential is extremely deep, as it is preferred by the phenomenological fits to kaonic atoms
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Table 2.2: Parameters of the scalar σ meson -antikaon couplings in DD2 model

UK̄ in MeV -60 -80 -100 -120 -140
gσK̄ -1.24609 -0.72583 -0.20557 0.31469 0.83495

data, or shallow, as it comes out from unitary chiral model calculations. Different experiments

also suggest a range of values for UK̄ from −50 to −200MeV and do not come to any definite

consensus [88]. The coupling constants for kaons with σ-meson, gσK at the saturation density

for different values of UK̄ for DD2 model is listed in Table 2.2.

2.3 Structural properties of NS

NSs are relativistic objects and computations of their structure should be carried out in a

general-relativistic (GR) framework. A rotating star is accurately described by a stationary,

axisymmetric solution to the Einstein field equation

Gαβ = 8πTαβ (2.34)

where Gαβ is the Einstein tensor, describing the curvature of spacetime and Tαβ is the stress

energy tensor, describing matter/energy sources of spacetime curvature. For a perfect fluid, the

stress-energy tensor is given by, Tαβ = (ε + P )uαuβ + Pgαβ, where ε is energy density, P is

pressure, both in the fluid frame and uα is the fluid 4-velocity.

2.3.1 Static structure of a spherically symmetric star

The interior Schwarzschild metric for a static star gives the following line element:

gαβdx
αdxβ = − exp2ν(r) dt2 +

(
1− 2m(r)

r

)−1

dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2sin2θdφ2. (2.35)

m(r) is the gravitational mass inside radius r, where r is defined such that the circumference of a

circle about the origin at that space location is 2πr. In hydrostatic equilibrium, the structure of

a spherically symmetric, static relativistic NS is determined by the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff

(TOV) equations. Tolman, Oppenheimer, and Volkoff basically reformulated Einstein’s equation

using Eq. 2.35 and the expression for stress energy tensor, where uα = (c, 0, 0, 0). These ordinary
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differential equations are:

dm

dr
= 4πεr2

dν

dr
=

(
1− 2m(r)

r

)−1(m(r)

r2
+ 4πrP

)
dP

dr
= − (ε+ P )

dν

dr
. (2.36)

The NS matter can be approximated as a perfect fluid at zero temperature except immediately

after its birth, whose EoS can be written as ε = ε(nB) and P = P (nB), where nB is the baryon

number density in the fluid frame. This is known as barotropic EoS. Given a barotropic EoS, the

stellar structure can be computed by numerically integrating Eqs. 2.36 from the centre at r=0

out to the star surface at r=R. The sensible choice of boundary conditions are P (r = R) = 0,

P (r = 0) = Pc(ρc), m(r = 0) = 0, and ν(r = R) = 1
2 ln(1− 2M

R ). M is the enclosed gravitational

mass given by M(r)=4π
∫ R

0 ε(r)r2dr.

2.3.2 Structure of the rotating relativistic star

The line element for a rotating star has four independent potentials N, A, B and ω, each a

function of r and θ and is given by,

gαβdx
αdxβ = −N2dt2 +A2

(
dr2 + r2dθ2

)
+B2r2sin2θ(dφ− ωdt)2. (2.37)

When the star is non-rotating, the exterior geometry is that of the isotropic Schwarzschild metric

(Eq. 2.35) with ω = 0, ν := ln(N). Since we are interested in rotating stars, the fluid 4-velocity

can be written as,

~u = Γ(~n+ ~U). (2.38)

where, ~n are the 4-velocity of the ZAMO (zero angular momentum observers). Γ = (1− U2)−1/2

and ~U are the Lorentz factor and 3-velocity of the fluid with respect to ZAMO respectively. [89].

The equations of motion are the energy-momentum conservation law,

∇αTαβ = 0 (2.39)

and the baryon number conservation law ∇α(nBu
α) = 0. Inserting the perfect fluid form of Tαβ

in Eq. 2.39, we get the relativistic Euler equation [90],

(ε+ P )uβ∇βuα = qαβ∇βP . (2.40)
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where qαβ is the projection operator orthogonal to the fluid trajectories and given as qαβ=

gαβ+uαuβ . For a rotating star, we consider a circular fluid motion around the rotation axis. For

rigid rotation, it leads to the first integral,

H + ν − lnΓ = const. (2.41)

where the log-enthalpy H := ln( h
MB

), MB being the mean baryon mass ' 1.66× 10−27 kg, and

the enthalpy per baryon h := ε+P
nB

. The first integral of motion, Eq.2.41, can be rewritten as

H = Hc + νc− ν + lnΓ, where Hc and νc are the values of H and ν at r=0. For a barotropic EoS

of the form ε = ε(H) and P = P (H), starting with some initial value of the metric functions

N, ω, A and B, and input parameter Hc, the Einstein equations are solved. The surface of the

star is defined by the vanishing the pressure, where H = H0 also generally vanishes. Using Eq.

2.41, H is computed in all space and a rotating stellar model is constructed numerically. As Hc

remains larger than H0, for a given value of Hc, there exists a maximum rotation velocity at the

stellar equator, which physically corresponds to Keplerian limit denoted by ΩK [89].

The equation for stationary motion is given by [91],

∂i

(
H + ln

N

Γ

)
= Te−H∂isB. (2.42)

The global properties of the rotating stars i.e. total baryon number, gravitational mass, angular

momentum and quadrupole moment are given respectively as [92, 93, 94],

nB =
ε+ P

MB
exp(−H), (2.43)

M =
1

4π

∫
σlnN r2 sin2 θdrdθdφ , (2.44)

J =

∫
A2B2(E + P )Ur3 sin2 θdrdθdφ , (2.45)

Q = −M2 −
4

3

(
b+

1

4

)
M3 , (2.46)

where,

M2 = − 3

8π

∫
σlnN

(
cos2 θ − 1

3

)
r4 sin2 θdrdθdφ . (2.47)

Here, σlnN is the source term in the expression for lnN (given by the RHS of Eq. 3.19 of [95]);

E = Γ2(ε + P) - P. The quantity b is given by [94],

b = − 8

πM2

∫
Pr sin θeνdV. (2.48)
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dV being the volume element. Then, the I of the rotating star is defined as, I=J/Ω, where Ω is

the stellar angular velocity.

In this thesis work, we use two open-source codes RNS [96] and LORENE [97] to compute

accurate stellar models for our set of realistic EoSs. RNS needs a zero-temperature EoS consisting

of four inputs - energy density (in gm/cm3), pressure (in dynes/cm2), enthalpy (in cm2/s2), and

baryon number density (in cm−3). The enthalpy is defined as,

H(P ) =

∫ P

0

c2dP

(ε+ P )
. (2.49)

where c is the speed of light. The number of points should be limited to 200. The NS models

RNS computes are assumed to be stationary, axisymmetric, uniformly rotating perfect fluid

solutions of the Einstein field equations. LORENE, on the other hand, is primarily formulated

for cold EoS, or a barotropic EoS [91]. Our EoSs for PNS are temperature dependent as we have

considered isoentropic profile for the stars. This homoentropic flow makes the EoS barotropic,

which enables us to use the LORENE formalism to study the PNS stages.
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Critical mass, moment of inertia and

universal relations of rapidly

rotating neutron stars with exotic

matter

3.1 Introduction

After the discovery of highly relativistic binary systems such as the double pulsar system PSR

J0737-3039 for which masses of both PSRs are known accurately, it was argued that a precise

measurement of I of one PSR might overcome the uncertainties in the determination of R since

dimensionally I ∝MR2 [35]. In relativistic binary systems, higher order post Newtonian (PN)

effects could be measured. Furthermore, the relativistic spin-orbit (SO) coupling may manifest

in an extra advancement of periastron above the PN contributions such that the total advance

of periastron is ω̇ = ω̇1PN + ω̇2PN + ω̇SO [98]. The SO contribution has a small effect and could

be measured when it is comparable to the 2PN contribution. The measurement of the SO effect

leads to the determination of I of a PSR in the double PSR system [26, 99]. However simulations

assuming 5µs timing precision for the pulsar A of PSR J0737-3039 predict that it would take

another 20 years to measure I at 10% accuracy [100]. This situation would change vastly with

the advent of world’s largest telescope SKA, when it begins its operation and measure I of the

double PSR J0737-3039A. Moreover, the spin off from the measurement of I in the SKA looks

promising. The first consequence is the estimation of radius in highly relativistic binaries where

mass of each NS is accurately determined. Secondly, if the back bending effect is observed, it

might reveal a phase transition from nuclear matter to some exotic form of matter (hyperon

or quark) in NS interior [101]. Furthermore, I measurement would shed light on the I-love-Q

29
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relation, masses, radii, backbending and stability for rotating NSs with hyperon and quark cores

[101]. Some earlier studies also reported backbending in NSs with quark core [102, 103].

Here in this chapter, we present important results concerning the properties of NSs, that could

be observationally verified in the near future using SKA telescope. We calculate I of NS with

different exotic constituents such as hyperons and antikaon condensates and study its variation

with mass and spin frequency. We consider a β-stable NS, whose interior temperature becomes

∼ 109K within the few years of formation. This is quite negligible compared to the Fermi energy

of the constituent dense matter. Hence, the effect of finite temperature is ignored. For different

compositions, we generate the EoS under the framework of RMF model with DD2 parameter

set [45, 81] and study the variation of M-R profile for different EoSs. The high-dense core is

surrounded by a crust made of heavy and light nuclei, also the interacting neutrons. The NS

is modeled by a stationary, axisymmetric, perfect fluid space-time. The presence of solid crust

contributes to negligible departure (of the order of 10−5) from perfect fluid equilibrium. Also

with time, the outer crust becomes superfluid and the nucleons form an array of vortices due

to rotation. The characteristic length over which the gravitational field of the rotating star

varies is much larger than distance between the vortices. So the relativistic star is modeled as a

uniformly rotating, zero-temperature perfect fluid [94]. We study the maximum mass sustainable

for rotating configuration, expressed in terms of dimensionless critical mass and normalized

angular momenta. Next, we follow the variation of I with gravitational mass and observe how

rotation affects I for different constituents of dense matter relevant to the NS core. If the I is

measured with 10% uncertainty, this would constrain the radius of a 1.4M� star with 6%− 7%

uncertainty [35]. But again, there will be a family of EoS models in I-M curve lying in that

range. Thus, it is crucial to examine the dependence of I on EoS.

Finally, we investigate if there exists a universal relation between I and C. We use two types of

normalized I relations prescribed by Ref [35, 59] for EoS with nucleon, hyperon and antikaon

condensates degrees of freedom for rapidly rotating compact stars. Many authors tried to

highlight a relation between normalized I (I/MR2) and C [35, 53, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Also, having

a universal relation will allow us to determine the radius with a very high accuracy once we

have simultaneous measurements of I and mass of the same star. Breu and Rezzolla [59] studied

such universal relations in great detail. They have also used another normalisation for I as

(I/M3) and showed that universality relation holds more tightly than the previous case. In

their analysis, they have taken a large set of EoSs with different stiffness. However, the matter

they considered is nucleonic. They satisfy the two solar mass limit, but many of them use

non-relativistic interactions, and some of the relativistic EoSs also use the parameter sets that

are not favorable in view of the symmetry energy nuclear experimental data. It is not known if

the inclusion of exotic components like hyperons, antikaon condensates or a phase transition

inside the NS core would effect the universality relations. This is one of the main goals of the
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present work. We are also motivated to study the effect of higher rotational frequencies on the

universality relation between normalized I and C.

3.2 Results

We generate the EoS of cold, β-stable NS within the frame work of RMF model with DD2

parameter set. We study various properties of rotating NSs for our EoSs. As there is no analytical

self-consistent solution for the space-time, several numerical codes are developed to study the

rotating relativistic stars. We use RNS code [104], which constructs models of rapidly rotating,

relativistic, compact stars using Komatsu, Eriguchi and Hachisu (KEH) scheme [105]. Here the

field equations and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium are solved iteratively by fixing the

central energy density and any of the other variables such as mass, rest mass, angular velocity,

angular momentum or the ratio of polar radius to the equatorial radius until convergence. We

run the code for our tabulated, zero-temperature EoSs, consisting of energy density, pressure,

enthalpy and number density. The code also incorporates modifications by Cook, Shapiro and

Teukolsky [106], where a new radial variable is introduced that maps semi-infinite region to the

closed region, unlike KEH scheme. In KEH scheme, the region of integration was truncated at a

finite distance from the star.

The different sets of EoSs (P versus ε) are plotted in Fig. 3.1 and denoted by their respective

compositions. In the Fig. 3.1(a), we plot the nucleons-only (np) EoS in red; neutron, proton,

Λ (npΛ) EoS in blue; neutron, proton, Λ, Σ−, Ξ0 (npΛΣΞ) EoS in cyan; neutron, proton, Λ,

Ξ0, Ξ− (npΛΞ) EoS in green and neutron, proton, Λ, Ξ0, Ξ−, antikaon condensates (npΛΞK)

EoS in maroon. Presence of hyperon makes the EoS softer compared to nucleons-only case.

For npΛ EoS Λ appears at 2.20n0, for npΛΣΞ EoS Σ− and Ξ0 appear at 2.48n0 and 6.26n0

respectively. Presence of Σ− does not allow Ξ− in the system. Finally for npΛΞ, Ξ− and Ξ0

appear at 2.44n0 and 7.93n0 respectively [81].

The study of kaonic atoms suggests an attractive optical potential for the antikaons in nuclear

matter. However, there is no definite consensus how deep the potential is. We report our results

for a set of values of UK̄ from -60 to -140 MeV in Fig. 3.1(b). These EoSs are for neutron, proton

and antikaon condensates (denoted by npK). The deeper the antikaon potential in nuclear

medium, softer is the EoS. In Fig. 3.1(a), we also consider the presence of Λ and Ξ hyperons

as well as the antikaon condensates. Since early presence of hyperons delay the appearance of

K− condensates to higher density, effect of K− condensates is only considerable for |UK̄ | ≥ 140

MeV. So we consider neutron, proton, Λ, Ξ, antikaon condensates (npΛΞK) for UK̄ = −140

MeV only in Fig. 3.1(a).
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Figure 3.1: EoS for different compositions: a) np=red, npΛ=blue, npΛΣΞ=cyan, npΛΞ=green,
npΛΞK=maroon respectively. b)np and npK for different UK̄ = −60 to −140 MeV.
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Figure 3.2: M-R profiles for NSs with different compositions at static & Kepler limit. In
between static and Kepler sequences are a)Fixed angular frequency curves I, II and III for
Ω=5300,5800 and 6300 s−1 respectively. b) Rest mass curves I, II, III and IV for rest mass

MR= 1.92, 2.49, 2.75, and 3.23 Msolar respectively.

In Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), we plot the gravitational mass as a function of equatorial radius

for different compositions (np, npΛ, npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ, npΛΞK, denoted by red, blue, cyan, green

and maroon respectively). The gravitational mass of NS for static sequence and the sequence

rotating at their Kepler frequencies are represented by solid lines at the left and right extremes.

The solid circles on these sequences indicate the maximum masses for the sequences. We notice

in Fig. 3.1(a), the overall EoS is softer as we increase the degrees of freedom in the form of

exotic particles. This leads to fall of maximum mass values from np to npΛΞK in both the
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Figure 3.3: a) Critical mass versus the angular momentum. b)Normalized critical mass
(Mcrit/Mstatic) versus normalized angular momentum, where, j = J/M2

crit.

static and mass shedding sequences. However, the corresponding radius does not change much

with the composition.

The maximum mass and corresponding radius of the star with different composition for static

and Kepler sequences are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. We would like to study the effect of

rapid rotation on the universal relations in case of millisecond or sub-millisecond PSRs. The

fastest rotating PSR observed until now has a frequency 716 Hz or angular velocity Ω ≈ 4500s−1.

Our choice of angular velocity (Ω) values (5300, 5800 & 6300s−1) are slightly more but of the

same order of magnitude. We notice that a star rotating at its maximum possible frequency

i.e. Kepler frequency, can support more mass compared to the static one. As the centrifugal

force increases with the rotational velocity, the stars tend to have larger radii. For each set

of EoS the maximum mass increases almost by 20% from static to Kepler. In between static

and Kepler sequences, three fixed angular velocity sequences are plotted in Fig. 3.2(a) for

Ω = 6300, 5800, and 5300 s−1 denoted by dotted, dashed and dash-dotted line respectively. The

lines with different constituents but same frequency converge for relatively larger stars, whereas

for smaller stars different frequency lines merge for same set of constituents. Or in other words,

mass sequence of the small(large) rotating stars are dependent(independent) of EoS.

In a rapidly rotating NS model, we can follow the quasi stationary evolution of a single star along

the constant rest mass sequences. We have two equilibrium sequences termed as ”normal” and

”supramassive”. Normal sequences start rotating with Keplerian frequencies and end up on the

static limit, which is stable to quasi-radial perturbation. On the other hand, the supra-massive

sequence does not have a corresponding static solution. They have rest masses that are higher

than their static (TOV) counterparts. In Fig. 3.2(b), we draw the fixed rest mass curves in

between the static and Kepler limits. The horizontal curves denoted by I, II, III and IV are for
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rest mass, MR = 1.92, 2.49, 2.75 and 3.23 Msolar respectively. All the lines in I, np (red) in

II and III are normal sequence; np (red) in IV, npΛ (blue), npΛΣΞ (cyan), npΛΞ (green) and

npΛΞK (maroon) lines in II and III are supramassive. The red dashed line marked as IV is for

MR = 3.23Msolar. This value is well above the maximum mass for the exotic EoS, here we have

a single sequence corresponding to np EoS only. Stars on the supramassive sequence may evolve

keeping their rest mass constant but changing the spin rate. The stars on the supramassive

sequences typically lose energy and angular momentum very slowly by emitting radiation. As

they reach the point of quasi-radial instability, they rapidly spin up before collapsing into a

black hole [107].

In Fig. 3.3(a), we plot the critical masses i.e., the maximum masses of the constant angular

momentum stellar models, such that (∂M/∂ρc)J = 0, where ρc is the central density. Beyond this

point the stellar models become unstable. The critical masses vary considerably when plotted

with the angular momentum as seen in Fig. 3.3(a). Each sequence starts at Mcrit = Mstatic,

where Mstatic is the maximum mass of a non-rotating sequence and ends at maximum angular

momentum J = JKepler with Mcrit = MKepler. They vary for different EoS. Larger mass of

stellar configurations, for example np, supports higher Kepler frequency or angular momentum

as can be seen from Fig. 3.3(a). However, the percentage change of stable mass configuration

as the static star spins up to its Kepler limit is similar (∼ 16− 20%) for all the EoSs. So we

draw the same plots in Fig. 3.3(b), but in terms of dimensionless quantiles Mcrit/Mstatic and

normalized angular momentum where, j = J/M2
crit and jKepler = JKepler/M

2
Kepler. We observe

that the relation between normalized critical masses and normalized angular momentum does

not vary much with the given EoS. We find a universality (a 20% rise of Mcrit value over Mstatic

for all the EoSs) in the normalized mass-angular momentum profile. We plot a best-fit line

Mcrit/Mstatic = 1 + a1x+ a2x
2 + a3x

3, where x = j/jKepler and the coefficients are a1 = 0.3363,

a2 = 0.3829, a3 = 0.138. This treatment is particularly useful to compute the maximum mass

configuration allowed by uniform rotation in terms of its corresponding static sequence for all

the EoS. Similar features have been reported in Ref [59] for nucleonic EoS, though their best fit

parameters are slight different from ours. The dashed line with their parameters does not fit our

data well at lower j/jkep.

In Fig. 3.4(a), we plot the variation of I with gravitational mass for EoS with different constituents

at the Kepler frequency. For a NS of known mass and I, we can deduce the radius using I

versus M and M versus R graphs. This eventually would help us constrain the EoS and confirm

if the NS contains exotic core or not. In Fig. 3.4(a) I values are plotted for np, npΛ, npΛΣΞ,

npΛΞ and npΛΞK (UK̄ = −140 MeV) as well as for npK; UK̄ varies from -60 to -140 MeV.

It is noted that I is maximum for stiffer EoS, i.e. for np, it can support a heavier and more

compact star. The maximum I curve however does not correspond to the maximum NS mass

and the corresponding radius. The values of maximum I and the corresponding masses, radii

and angular velocity are listed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Currently, for PSR J1614-2230, the lower
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Figure 3.4: I versus M for different compositions of NSs rotating a)at Kepler frequency b)at
different angular frequencies.

limit of I is estimated to be 1045g cm2 from γ-ray flux measurement [108]. This value is not

very constraining due to uncertainty in the distance of the pulsar. The accuracy is expected to

improve highly with the upcoming SKA results.

In Fig. 3.4(b), I is plotted for different angular velocities (Ω=5300,5800 and 6300 s−1). We have

considered np, npΛ, npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ and npΛΞK EoS. I is less for a star rotating at Ω = 5300s−1

compared to that of 6300s−1.

The I versus the angular velocity for all np, npΛ, npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ and npΛΞK cases are plotted

in Fig. 3.5(a). Here also the same colour scheme is used for different compositions as in Fig.

3.1. We find that I is lower for softer EoS (npΛΞK) compared to the stiffer ones (np, npΛ etc)

at a particular angular frequency. The four solid lines represent I at Kepler frequency, each of

those increase to a peak but falls for a relatively slower pulsar. For stiffest EoS, np, I peaks at

Ω = 8740s−1, while the maximum occurs at Ω = 7840s−1, 7660s−1, 7520s−1, 7510s−1 for npΛ,

npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ and npΛΞK (UK̄ = −140MeV ) respectively (See Table 3.3). We notice that

the maximum angular velocity of rotating NSs is quite sensitive to the EoS. An EoS predicting

smaller Keplerian frequency than the observed frequency can be ruled out and thus be useful

in constraining EoS. We also plot fixed rest mass (MR) sequences in the same figure, which

show different behaviour for different MR and EoS. To understand the nature of I curves in Fig.

3.5(a), we study the variation of mass and radius terms with respect to angular frequency. We

mention these results only qualitatively to analyze Fig. 3.5(a) (not shown in separate graphs).

For MR = 1.92Msolar, the sequences are found at lower Ω region. Stars that are less massive

can not sustain rapid rotation. We notice both the mass and radius decrease monotonically

at this angular frequency range, which explains the nature of I curves. Also, The variation

of I with different compositions is negligible in this case. This is quite expected as we find in
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Table 3.1: Maximum mass (in Msolar) and the corresponding radius (in km) of compact stars
with nucleons, hyperons and antikaons in DD2 model. UK̄ =-140 MeV for npΛΞK matter. The

values in the parentheses are for the Kepler sequences.

Mstatic[Kepler] (Msolar) Rstatic[Kepler] (km)

np 2.42[2.91] 11.91[15.68]
npΛ 2.10[2.52] 11.55[15.94]

npΛΣΞ 2.07[2.48] 11.56[15.82]
npΛΞ 2.03[2.43] 11.49[15.97]

npΛΞK 2.01[2.41] 11.49[16.02]

Table 3.2: Same as Table 3.1 but for compact stars with nucleons and antikaons for different
values of optical potential depth in the DD2 model. The values in the parentheses are for the

Kepler sequences.

UK̄(MeV) Mstatic[Kepler] Rstatic[Kepler]
(Msolar) (km)

-60 2.37[2.88] 12.19[16.10]
-80 2.34[2.85] 12.20[16.38]
-100 2.29[2.80] 12.18[16.45]
-120 2.24[2.72] 12.05[16.47]
-140 2.16[2.62] 12.03[16.27]

Table 3.3: Maximum I and corresponding masses, radii and angular velocity of compact stars
with nucleons, hyperons and antikaons in the DD2 model. UK̄ =-140 MeV for npΛΞK matter.

I M R Ω
(1045g cm2) (Msolar) (km) (104 s−1)

np 5.70 2.84 16.8 0.874
npΛ 4.53 2.43 17.2 0.784

npΛΣΞ 4.45 2.38 17.4 0.766
npΛΞ 4.30 2.32 17.5 0.752

npΛΞK 4.30 2.32 17.5 0.751

Table 3.4: Same as Table 3.3 but for compact stars with nucleons and antikaons for different
values of optical potential depth in the DD2 model.

I M R Ω
(1045g cm2) (Msolar) (km) (104 s−1)

-60 5.70 2.84 16.8 0.874
-80 5.68 2.81 16.94 0.860
-100 5.59 2.74 17.22 0.832
-120 5.37 2.67 17.33 0.814
-140 5.01 2.53 17.5 0.780
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horizontal curve I of Fig. 3.2(b) that all EoSs merge together for MR = 1.92Msolar. The central

energy density of a 1.92Msolar static star differs from 7 to 7.96×1014g/cm3 for np to npΛΞK,

whereas hyperons start populating at 5.91× 1014g/cm3. The corresponding central density for

a MR = 1.92Msolar star rotating with Kepler frequency is only 5.9× 1014g/cm3, so the effect

of exotic particles is not there. The supra-massive star sequence MR = 2.49Msolar also falls

monotonically as Ω decreases in case of all EoSs (long dashed lines). However the monotonic fall

is followed by a sudden spin-up with a slight loss of I for this supra-massive sequence when the

star contains exotic components.
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Figure 3.5: a)I versus Ω. b)Ω versus angular momentum (cJ/GM2
solar). The solid lines

correspond to Kepler frequency. Others are for different fixed rest mass sequences.

The nature of bending is different for different EoS and can be justified by following the variation

of mass and radius with Ω. Both of them decrease initially with decreasing Ω to rebound at

a particular angular frequency suddenly. Along a supra-massive sequence of a pulsar as Ω

decreases, a spin up followed by a second spin down after the initial one in the I versus Ω plane

was reported in Ref [109, 110, 111]. This phenomenon is known as the back bending (S-shaped

curve in the plot) and was attributed to the phase transition from nuclear matter to some exotic

(hyperon, antikaon condensed or quark) matter. Interestingly, for the supra-massive sequence

(MR = 2.75Msolar, the dotted curves), value of I falls off with higher angular velocity for the

exotic EoS. However, MR = 2.49 as well 2.75Msolar, corresponding to red long dashed and dotted

lines, are normal sequences for np EoS and follow the same characteristic fall with decreasing

Ω like the normal sequence (MR = 1.92Msolar). Stars at normal sequences do not exhibit spin

up even if they lose energy and angular momentum. This was also observed by Cook et. al

[107]. The red dot dashed line is supramassive for np (MR = 3.23Msolar) and follows the same

nature as the other exotic supramassive sequences with MR = 2.75Msolar. For supramassive

sequences, we also notice that the size of the star increases at low rotation speed. Though it can
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support a higher mass at higher rotation speed like the normal sequence, at low speed a higher

mass star can be supported again. We show the variation of Ω with the angular momentum

J in Fig. 3.5(b) for the same sets of parameters as in Fig. 3.5(a). This helps us to check the

stability of the rotating configurations [110]. The condition for instability along a constant rest

mass sequence is dJ
dεc
≥ 0 [43]. Supramassive sequences terminate at different values of Ω below

which the instability appears. It is found that angular momentum initially decreases with central

energy density. After the stable region, J starts increasing with εc. We notice the increase of J

as the star spins up subsequently. This marks the instability in the configurations with respect

to axisymmetric perturbations.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized I(I/MR2) with C for a)np, npΛ, npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ, npΛΞK, UK̄ =
−140MeV b)npK with different UK̄

The dependence of I/MR2 with C is drawn in Fig. 3.6(a). It was shown by Lattimer and Schutz

that other than very soft EoS, which gives a maximum mass of the order of 1.6Msolar, a relatively

unique relation existed between I/MR2 and M/R [35]. We, however note that though at lower

C, I/MR2 is independent of EoS, it clearly varies differently for different EoS at higher C; it

is quite less for the soft EoS compared to nucleons-only EoS. I/MR2 term on the other hand

depends on angular velocity Ω at lower C. It is less for a star spinning at higher rotational speed.

The dependence on Ω is not that prominent at higher C. At this point we recall that all our

EoSs yields a maximum mass not less than 2Msolar (See Tables 3.1, 3.2). Still we find deviation

from universality at higher C for different constituents. We notice at low C, which is near Kepler

frequency, the central energy density is such that hyperons or antikaons do not populate. So

all the EoSs are identical. Naturally, here I/MR2 is independent of EoS. However, at higher

C when the central energy density is high enough to populate exotic particles, I/MR2 varies

differently for different EoS. The deviation for a particular C (say 0.25-0.27) varies between 5-7%
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from np to npΛΞK EoS. If we consider the highest Keplerian frequency, the difference between

np and npΛΞK EoS can be as high as 14%.

Similar trend is noticed for rapidly rotating stars from Fig. 3.6(b) also: I/MR2 for npK at

different UK̄ , is independent of EoS only at low C. The difference of I/MR2 for softest and

stiffest EoS at Keplerian frequency is ∼ 7%, whereas for a compactness 0.27, this varies around

2.5% as we change the optical potential of antikaons in nuclear matter from -60 MeV to -140

MeV. On an average these deviation from universality is of the same order as reported by Breu

and Rezzolla for nucleonic EoS [59].
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Figure 3.7: Normalized I(I/M3) with C for a) np, npΛ, npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ, npΛΞK, UK̄ =
−140MeV b) npK with different UK̄

We exhibit variation of I in terms of another dimensionless quantity, I/M3 with C for np, npΛ,

npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ, npΛΞK in Fig. 3.7(a) [59]. The three distinct bunches of lines differ in their

angular velocity values Ω, increasing from top to bottom. It is clearly seen that I/M3 is also

not affected by the different EoS and respects universality relation at lower C. However, at

higher C, a slight deviation from universality is evident. This part is zoomed in the inset. At a

particular M/R value, I/M3 drops considerably from np to npΛΞK EoS. In Fig. 3.7(b), we look

into the variation of I/M3 with C for npK case. Here we consider different optical potential

of antikaons UK̄ = −60 to −140 MeV. The effect is similar as in Fig. 3.6(b). The variation of

I/M3 is dependent on Ω values at lower C, it decreases for a faster rotating star. The variation

with different composition i.e., EoS at higher C is clearly visible in the zoomed inset.

Finally in Fig. 3.8, we show the variation of the normalized I for the rest mass sequences I,

II, III and IV of Fig. 3.2(b). Fixed rest mass sequence has also been used by Martinon et. al

[112] to study quasi-stationary evolution of I-love-Q universal relations for a particular EoS.
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In Fig. 3.8(a), we note I/MR2 changes appreciably with EoS for supra-massive sequences,

however is practically independent of EoS for normal sequence (1.92Msolar rest mass). The

same pattern is noted for I/M3 in Fig. 3.8(b). The anomalous behavior between the normal

and supramassive sequences in Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.8(b), may be explained as the difference

between the evolutionary track of an isolated star of sequences. While the normal sequence stars

never spin up, the ones in the supramassive sequence spin up differently depending on their

EoSs. The universality is a signature of a balance between gravity and the response of matter to

gravity. These supramassive sequences seem to disrupt the balance.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized I as a function of C a) I/MR2 versus C b)I/M3 versus C for the rest
mass sequences MR = 1.92, 2.49, 2.75 and 3.23Msolar.

3.3 Discussion and Conclusion

Our main objective in this chapter is to study the I and different universal relations associated

with it for a NS that has several exotic particles such as hyperons (Λ, Ξ, Σ), antikaon condensates

in its high density core. We have constructed a set of EoSs incorporating these exotic components

individually as well as considering all of them together in the framework of a density dependent

hadronic field theory using the DD2 parameter set. All our EoSs satisfy the 2Msolar observational

constraint. We employ them to study the structure of rapidly rotating NSs. Also as the stars

spin up, the maximum masses they can support go up and the stars become larger in size for

all the EoSs considered. In this connection, we consider the equilibrium mass of the star at

maximum angular momentum, beyond which the configuration becomes unstable and call this

mass as critical mass following Ref [59]. We find that though different EoS give rise to different

maximum masses and end up at different angular momenta, the maximum mass supported by

rotation is almost 16-20% more than that supported by their corresponding static sequences for
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all the EoSs. Hence, we express this critical mass sequences of rapidly rotating stars in terms of

the static mass solution and normalized angular momentum and show that a universal relation

holds irrespective of the different constituents or EoS, the variation at Kepler limit being 20%

larger than the static limit. This number is in full agreement with the results for nucleonic EoS

by Breu and Rezzolla [59].

Next we focus on I for different compositions and explore its variation with mass. The larger

the value of I, the larger is the maximum mass supported by the stellar models, and more

compact is the star. Also, stiffer EoS can withstand higher angular velocity. We came to these

conclusions for the dense matter containing exotic degrees of freedom. We followed the fixed

rest mass sequences of stellar models, both normal and supramassive and studied the variation

of I. Along normal sequences, I falls off monotonically as the stars spin down. However, for

the supramassive cases, we notice sudden spin up of the stars following a spin down. I drops

drastically during the spin down, but the fall of I is not so prominent during the subsequent

spin up. This effect was maximal in the npΛ case.

Next, we study the universal relations for normalized I. They are very useful tools in astrophysics.

With the upcoming SKA telescope, measurement of I may be accomplished soon, which will help

constraining the EoS. However, it is incredibly difficult because of a few things. First of all, there

are very few relativistic binaries where the effect of I on the periastron advance at 2PN can be

observed. Then, in addition to periastron advance, at least two other post-Keplerian parameters

are needed to be measured precisely. Even if the effect of spin orbit coupling is strong enough,

we need to accumulate data of periastron advance for a minimum 20% time of the precision

period of the pulsar to get a minimum accuracy of 10% in the I measurement. The precision

period of one of the most suitable candidates for this measurement, PSR J0737-3039, is 75 years.

Hence, both mass and I measurements are needed to be combined with the universal relations

to get more accurate estimation of the radius as emphasized also by Breu and Rezzolla [59].

That is why it is vitally important to know if universality relations hold for the EoS with

considerable softening at higher densities in the presence of hyperons and antikaon condensates

etc. Therefore, we study the variation of normalized I with respect to C for all the constituents

np, npΛ, npΛΣΞ, npΛΞ, npΛΞK (UK̄ = −140 MeV) and npK (UK̄ = −60 to −140 MeV). I is

normalized with respect to MR2 as well as M3. We report a 10% deviation on an average from

universality at higher C for all the EoSs. However, at lower C, the normalized I is independent

of our choice of composition, only vary with angular velocity. We also investigate the normalized

I vs C relations for fixed rest mass sequences. The variation is quite large for supramassive

sequences, while practically insensitive for the normal sequences. Thus, we conclude that except

from the supramassive sequence stars, the universality relations holds true for a normal star

with exotic components, as the deviation from universality is of the same order for stars with

only nucleonic EoS previously reported.
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Properties of Massive Rotating

Protoneutron Stars with Hyperons:

Structure and Universality

4.1 Introduction

The PNS, formed just after the supernova explosion of a massive, main sequence star, is believed

to have four prominent stages of evolution as it ends up as a cold catalyzed object [48, 71].

These are governed strongly by the nature of matter at very high density as well as the neutrino

reaction rates and diffusion timescales. There have been many detailed studies on the global

properties of the PNS with different microphysical inputs [113, 114, 115]. The simplified models

of post-bounce neutrino emission [71, 115] have advanced to full solutions of the Boltzmann

equation [116], with more realistic microphysics [117] in the last few years. These studies of PNS

cooling used the equilibrium flux-limited diffusion (EFLD) approximation, while the variable

Eddington factor method was used for neutrino transport [118].

Several studies have been done to investigate the effect of hyperons on the structure of PNS

[119, 120]. But, they used mostly older EoS parametrizations which are not consistent with the

recent observations or the latest experimental data. Therefore, it is our objective to revisit the

problem with more suitable microphysical inputs and find out the sensitivity of these results with

respect to the parameters of the theory. In this work, we will mainly focus on the dense nuclear

matter containing hyperons and study its effect on global properties of massive PNS at four

different stages of evolution, starting from neutrino-trapped, isoentropic PNS to cold catalyzed

β-equilibrated NS. Keeping that in mind, we employ a realistic EoS including hyperons for this

work. Incidentally, we construct new EoSs for the neutrino-trapped, isentropic matter and use

them to study the initial stages of PNS evolution. As a matter of fact, only the electron-type

42
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neutrinos become trapped during the core collapse. Therefore, we have considered only the

electron-type neutrinos in our study . In the neutrino-trapped matter, the electron lepton

number YLe = Ye + Yνe = 0.4 [48]. Also, as no muons are present when the neutrinos are being

trapped, the constraint YLµ = Yµ + Yνµ = 0 can be imposed. Hence we fix the lepton fraction

YL = 0.4 in our calculation.

Another objective of this work is to study the universal relations recently discovered among

various global quantities of compact objects such as normalized I and stellar compactness [35,

56, 59]. In the context of the PNS evolution, Ī − Q̄ relation has been studied by Martinon et al.

[112] for nucleon-only EoS. They have found that the universality is broken during the initial

stages after the core bounce, but it is satisfied at later stages. Recently, Marques et al. [76] also

investigated the problem for rapidly rotating hot stars with hyperonic EoS. They found that the

relation does not change in the presence of hyperons but deviates for high entropy. However, the

Ī vs C relations has not been studied for the PNS till now. Previously, Breu and Rezzolla studied

a large set of cold nucleonic EoSs with different stiffness and showed that universality relation

holds for normalized I [59]. We report these relations in the presence of exotic components like

hyperons and antikaon condensates for cold NS in the previous chapter [121]. In this work, we

examine the Ī vs C relations for PNS using the fitting factors provided by Breu and Rezzolla

[59].

4.2 Stages of PNS Evolution

Within a few milliseconds after the core bounce, the hydrostatic equilibrium is reached in

the lepton-rich core and the star enters the Kelvin-Helmholtz cooling phase which lasts for

about 10s [48, 71, 115]. In this phase, the evolution is completely determined by the neutrino

diffusion. This is the formation phase of the star. The central temperature and entropy keep on

increasing despite neutrino loss. The whole star starts to cool down as a whole and the total

entropy decreases significantly at 20s. It fully deleptonizes at about 30s [72] and β-equilibrium

is reached. Ultimately, after one minute the temperature drops down to ∼ 1 MeV. We follow a

well established evolutionary scenario [48, 71] that suggests that the PNS undergoes roughly

four stages of evolution towards becoming a stable, cold catalyzed compact object. This picture

has been used by many people to study PNS [119, 120, 122].

1. Just after its birth, the PNS initially has trapped neutrinos and the lepton fraction is

YL = 0.4. The core of the PNS has an entropy per baryon sB = 1 surrounded by a high

entropy, neutrino trapped outer layer, which deleptonizes faster than the core.

2. While the outer layer is being deleptonized, the central object is still neutrino trapped

with YL = 0.4 and the neutrino diffusion heats it upto sB = 2.
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3. After complete deleptonization, the core becomes neutrino-free and attains high entropy

(Yν = 0, sB = 2).

4. Finally, the star settles as a cold stable NS in beta equilibrium.

In the results section, we will denote these four stages with I to IV. Our aim is to study the

properties and structure of the star at each of these discrete stages. This way the quasi-stationary

PNS evolution has been approximated to reproduce qualitatively the different evolutionary stages.

However, this approximate scheme has its own limitation. It does not represent a complete

picture of structural evolution of the PNS during the cooling phase.

4.3 Results and Discussions

We study the properties of a massive PNS using DD2 EoS at four different configurations (I -

IV) relevant to the PNS evolution mentioned in previous section. Our aim is to study how the

emergence of Λ hyperons and their interaction affect the PNS stages. We use three types of

EoSs : i) HS(DD2), ii) BHBΛ, and iii) BHBΛφ for our calculations.

In Fig. 4.1, pressure is plotted against number density. The left panel is for nucleons-only

HS(DD2) EoS, the middle and the right panels are for EoSs with hyperons, namely BHBΛ and

BHBΛφ. The presence of hyperons softens the EoS. The solid line represents the stage I of PNS

evolution i.e. lepton trapped with sB = 1. As the entropy per baryon increases to sB = 2, the

EoS (dot-dashed) gets stiffer for all the three variants. Once the neutrinos leave the system, the

EoS is softened again (dashed line). The EoS (dotted line) for the cold catalyzed matter is the

softest among all. This difference in stiffness is pronounced largest for the BHBΛ EoS, lesser for

BHBΛφ, and least for HS(DD2). Neutrinos are produced in large number in the presence of Λ

hyperons. This was observed earlier in Ref. [48]. Consequently, as the PNS passes from stage II

to III, the loss of lepton pressure softens the EoS considerably for BHBΛ and BHBΛφ. If we

compare the EoS for any particular stage, it becomes evident that the HS(DD2) is always the

stiffest among the three, followed by BHBΛφ and BHBΛ respectively. The difference in stiffness

among the four evolutionary stages is most pronounced for the softest EoS.

M versus R for the corresponding EoSs of Fig. 4.1 are plotted in Fig. 4.2. Here also, we follow

the same line style as Fig. 4.1. We find that the stiffer EoS yields a higher maximum mass,

as expected. However, the difference in their corresponding radii is not so prominent. The

maximum gravitational mass and their corresponding radii for static configuration are given in

Table 4.1. We also notice that the hotter stars with comparatively smaller masses have larger

radii than their cold counterparts. This can be attributed to the higher thermal pressure of

the hot stars. Finally, our results corroborate the general notion that in nucleon-only system
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Figure 4.1: EoS for discrete evolutionary stages of the compact star. The three panels from
left to right are for HS(DD2), BHBΛ and BHBΛφ EoSs respectively.

Table 4.1: Maximum Gravitational Mass (in Msolar) & the corresponding Radius (in km) of
static stars in the presence of Λ hyperons at different evolutionary stages.

EoS Evolution Stages M (Msolar) R (km)

HS(DD2) sB=1, YL=0.4 2.375 12.610
sB=2, YL=0.4 2.390 13.181
sB=2, Yν=0 2.437 12.889

T= 0 2.423 11.869

BHBΛ sB=1, YL=0.4 2.108 13.044
sB=2, YL=0.4 2.150 13.888
sB=2, Yν=0 2.018 12.713

T= 0 1.955 11.737

BHBΛφ sB=1, YL=0.4 2.172 12.340
sB=2, YL=0.4 2.202 12.964
sB=2, Yν=0 2.126 12.488

T= 0 2.1 11.608

neutrino-trapping reduces the maximum mass of the star, which reverses in the presence of

exotic matter such as hyperons, quarks and antikaons [44, 48].

The variation of temperature as a function of baryon density is plotted in Fig. 4.3 for the first

three stages of PNS evolution. In each case, the star is hot in the central region; the temperature

falls off monotonically towards the surface. In individual panels of Fig. 4.3, we follow the change

in temperature for a particular EoS as the PNS evolves. The entropy per baryon of the PNS

increases from sB = 1 to sB = 2 leading to a significant increase in the temperature as well as

the radius. Inclusion of hyperons lowers the temperature of the central region of the PNS. For

example, at nB ∼ 1 fm−3, for HS(DD2) EoS, the temperature increases from ∼ 33 to ∼ 68 MeV

from stage I to II, whereas in the presence of Λ hyperons, this rise is from ∼ 27 to ∼ 55 MeV.
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Figure 4.2: Gravitational mass versus radius for the corresponding EoSs of Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Temperature profile of the compact star as it evolves from sB = 1, YL = 0.4 to
β-equilibrated NS of sB = 2, for different compositions of matter.

The kinks in the temperature mark the appearance of Λ hyperons. The corresponding threshold

densities are listed in Table 4.2. This characteristic is quite expected. The additional degree of

freedom, Λ, comes into the system with very low momentum. Hence, the temperature, which

is the average kinetic energy per degree of freedom, will drop. When the neutrinos leave the

system, the radius decreases as is evident from Fig. 4.2, thereby increasing the temperature by

about ∼ 15 MeV for all the EoSs, again due to compression. The neutrinos carry away most of

the energy. Consequently the star becomes cold at stage IV. On the other hand, the charged

particle fraction slightly goes down in order to maintain the constant lepton fraction of YL = 0.4.

Next, we study the effect of rotation on various stellar properties. Soon after its birth in a
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Table 4.2: Threshold densities of Λ hyperons (in fm−3)

Evolution Stages BHBΛ BHBΛφ

sB=1, YL=0.4 0.387 0.386
sB=2, YL=0.4 0.405 0.404
sB=2, Yν=0 0.374 0.374

T= 0 0.325 0.329
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Figure 4.4: M, R, I and Q of a star evolving according to Sec. 4.2 are plotted in (a), (b),
(c) and (d) respectively as function of rotation frequency. All plots refer to a star with fixed

baryonic mass MB=1.8Msolar.

gravitational collapse, neutrino-trapped PNS rotates deferentially. As it settles into β-equilibrium,

viscosity dampens the non-uniformity in rotation. We consider an idealized scenario of uniform

and rigid rotation about an axisymmetric axis which represents an approximation to the actual

rotational state of a hot NS. We use numerical library LORENE to report our results for isentropic

rotating NSs [97]. For representative purpose, let us consider a star with baryonic mass MB=1.8

Msolar and follow its different properties such as M, R, I and Q. In Fig. 4.4, these quantities are

plotted as a function of rotational frequency for stages I-IV, upto the corresponding Kepler limit.

All the quantities are observed to increase monotonically with rotation. This nature was noted in

earlier work also [112]. We have checked the stability of the stellar configurations as well. For the

rigidly rotating stars with a constant total entropy S = sBMB, the stability condition is given

by
(
∂J
∂nB

)
MB ,S

< 0 . J for all the cases considered here satisfies this condition upon varying the

central baryon number density until they become unstable at extremal points [76]. The Kepler

limit for a cold-catalysed star with baryon mass of MB=1.8Msolar is 935 Hz, while for the newly
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born star it is much less i.e. ∼ 703 Hz. Initially the PNS is rotating at a lower frequency, only

to reach a higher rotation rate as it contracts and cools down to a cold catalyzed β-equilibrated

NS. This can be attributed to the conservation of angular momentum (J=IΩ), which restricts

the PNS with large I to rotate slowly. Interestingly, as the PNS attains a higher entropy in the

immediate step of evolution with sB = 2 and YL = 0.4, it has to slow its rotation rate as this

star can only withstand a mass-shedding frequency limit of ∼ 577 Hz. However, it can increase

its rotation rate in the later stages of evolution as is evident from Fig. 4.4. The Kepler limit for

all the EoSs in different evolution stages are given in Table 4.3. The gravitational mass remains

almost independent of EoS in all the evolutionary stages. We notice an EoS-dependent spread

in radii of the stars. This spread is widest for the intermediate stages, but not so explicit for

initial and final stages. This is also reflected in the plots for I and Q versus frequency. Their

values differ with their constituents for the higher entropy stages due to the differences in the

radii. Both I and Q are less for the cold stars compared to the earlier stages.

We tabulate the global structural properties of both non-rotating and maximally rotating PNS

for a fixed baryonic mass MB = 1.8Msolar in Table 4.3. We can see that central density decreases

from stages I to III for HS(DD2) EoS and then increases after the star attains β-equilibrium

for both static and Keplerian scenarios. However, for the BHBΛ and BHBΛφ EoSs, the central

density starts increasing after deleptonization i.e. from stage III onwards. This can be explained

in the following way. As the neutrinos carry away most of the binding energy of the system,

after deleptonization, the star contracts and as a result the central density increases for both

non rotating and rotating stars. The angular frequency increases for the rotating star thereby

increasing the Kepler frequency. Emergence of hyperons in these two EoSs leads to greater

neutrino emission resulting in an early contraction. In all stages, the central density for the

Keplerian star is always lesser than their static counterparts for all the EoSs considered.

The gravitational mass and radius increase from stage I to stage II due to increase in thermal

pressure, but decrease in the subsequent stages. This can be attributed to the loss of neutrino

pressure from stage II to III and drop in thermal pressure from stage III to IV. This behavior is

observed for both non-rotating and Keplerian cases and also for all EoSs. The values of M and

R in the Table 4.3 agree with the results of Fig. 4.4. The angular momentum corresponding

the Kepler limit changes the same way as the Kepler frequency already discussed in connection

with Fig. 4.4. Finally, we also see the value of the ratio of rotational energy to gravitational

energy (|T /W |) steadily increasing from 0.051 to 0.115 during the evolutionary stages, with the

exception in stage II. However, these values are rather insensitive to the choice of EoS. This

shows the increase in the rotational kinetic energy which leads to rise in ellipticity as is evident

from Table 4.3. Interestingly, the change in ellipticity is also independent of EoS. Similarly we

have calculated the same set of quantities for a star with fixed baryonic mass MB = 2.2Msolar

and they are listed in Table 4.4. The results are qualitatively similar to those of baryonic mass

MB = 1.8Msolar. These results are consistent with those found in earlier studies [123]. In Table
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Table 4.3: Properties of non-rotating and rotating PNSs at the limiting frequency, for a
fixed baryonic mass MB = 1.8 Msolar. The parameters in the table are: central baryon number
density (nB), gravitational mass (M), circumferential equatorial radius (Req), Kepler frequency
(νK), angular momentum (J), polar to equatorial axis ratio (rp/req) and the rotation parameter

(|T /W |).

EoS PNS ν = 0 ν = νK

stages nB M Req nB M Req νK J rp/req |T /W |
[fm−3] [Msolar] [km] [fm−3] [Msolar] [km] [Hz] [GM2

solar/c ]

HS(DD2) sB=1, YL=0.4 0.388 1.690 15.857 0.353 1.703 22.529 703 1.388 0.612 0.054
sB=2, YL=0.4 0.346 1.711 17.969 0.322 1.723 25.909 577 1.244 0.623 0.042
sB=2, Yν=0 0.337 1.668 15.864 0.287 1.687 22.721 696 1.674 0.598 0.076

T= 0 0.386 1.619 13.246 0.331 1.652 18.551 935 1.957 0.558 0.115

BHBΛ sB=1, YL=0.4 0.404 1.690 15.807 0.353 1.703 22.518 703 1.390 0.613 0.054
sB=2, YL=0.4 0.346 1.711 17.970 0.322 1.724 25.909 577 1.245 0.623 0.042
sB=2, Yν=0 0.409 1.664 15.205 0.333 1.682 22.042 726 1.629 0.599 0.074

T= 0 0.436 1.619 13.165 0.332 1.652 18.636 935 1.957 0.555 0.115

BHBΛφ sB=1, YL=0.4 0.394 1.687 15.894 0.354 1.699 22.553 702 1.357 0.615 0.054
sB=2, YL=0.4 0.347 1.713 17.964 0.322 1.723 25.893 576 1.242 0.625 0.042
sB=2, Yν=0 0.386 1.664 15.283 0.326 1.686 22.167 724 1.633 0.597 0.074

T= 0 0.419 1.619 13.191 0.332 1.652 18.656 935 1.958 0.555 0.115

Table 4.4: Same as Table 4.3 but for a fixed baryonic mass MB = 2.2Msolar.

EoS PNS ν = 0 ν = νK

stages nB M Req nB M Req νK J rp/req |T /W |
[fm−3] [Msolar] [km] [fm−3] [Msolar] [km] [Hz] [GM2

solar/c ]

HS(DD2) sB=1, YL=0.4 0.464 2.002 14.90 0.410 2.034 20.869 851 2.094 0.610 0.066
sB=2, YL=0.4 0.436 2.04 16.244 0.389 2.065 23.184 735 1.958 0.616 0.055
sB=2, Yν=0 0.405 1.993 15.177 0.339 2.021 21.428 817 2.433 0.594 0.085

T= 0 0.453 1.930 13.192 0.371 1.982 18.491 1028 2.815 0.550 0.124

BHBΛ sB=1, YL=0.4 0.558 1.993 14.451 0.447 2.035 20.784 862 2.102 0.603 0.067
sB=2, YL=0.4 0.522 2.042 15.987 0.389 2.064 23.159 735 1.955 0.617 0.054
sB=2, Yν=0 0.669 1.982 13.649 0.437 2.02 20.409 885 2.373 0.592 0.084

T= 0 0.726 1.924 12.387 0.404 1.983 18.409 1037 2.82 0.551 0.124

BHBΛφ sB=1, YL=0.4 0.543 2.001 14.494 0.442 2.036 20.722 860 2.087 0.608 0.066
sB=2, YL=0.4 0.501 2.042 16.035 0.388 2.064 23.331 735 1.96 0.611 0.055
sB=2, Yν=0 0.545 1.981 14.128 0.424 2.018 20.554 874 2.389 0.593 0.085

T= 0 0.573 1.929 12.815 0.394 1.982 18.483 1034 2.82 0.549 0.124

I and II of Ref. [123], the changes in central density, M and R with increasing time steps are

listed, while we report our results for different ad hoc stages in Table III and IV. However, we

use isentropic profiles unlike theirs. In Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, we explore the universality relations for

normalized I (Ī) with HS(DD2), BHBΛ and BHBΛφ EoSs corresponding to the four stages of

PNS with respect to C. I is normalized to M3 and MR2 respectively in the two figures. Both

the figures have three panels indicating three different spin frequencies from left to right i.e.

100, 300 and 500 Hz. We find the Ī lines are almost independent of the composition of the star

corresponding to each PNS stage. But the lines corresponding to different temperature and

lepton fraction are distinctly separated. This pattern is seen for both types of normalization and

also for a particular frequency. Therefore, we might attribute this behavior to the combined

effects of temperature and lepton fraction.

Next, we try to quantify the deviations by comparing our calculated values of Ī, plotted in
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Figure 4.6: Normalized I(I/MR2) variation with C for same cases as in Fig.4.5.

Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, for a star rotating at a fixed frequency of 100 Hz with the ones we get

from the fitting functions given by Breu and Rezzolla [59]. The fitting relations for Ī are,

Īfit :=
I

MR2
= a0 + a1C + a4C4 (4.1)

and

Īfit :=
I

M3
= ā1C−1 + ā2C−2 + ā3C−3 + ā4C−4. (4.2)

The values of the constants are a0 = 0.244, a1 = 0.638, a4 = 3.202, ā1 = 8.134 × 10−1,

ā2 = 2.101 × 10−1, ā3 = 3.175 × 10−3, and ā4 = −2.717 × 10−4 [59]. We use our Ī data and
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compare those with the values (Īfit) obtained from above equations. We plot their relative

differences ∆Ī /Īfit = |Ī − Īfit|/Īfit in Fig. 4.7. We find very high deviations (∼ 40 − 50%),

particularly in case of high entropy and lepton rich EoS for both the normalization. This

deviation is more evident for less compact stars. The deviation becomes smaller i.e. around

∼ 10% for the case of sB = 2, Yν = 0. However, the deviations are always the least, i.e. below

∼ 2− 3%, for each EoS at T=0. Similar features have been observed for stars rotating at 300

and 500 Hz.

Next, we consider the stages of a rotating PNS at fixed MB 1.8 Msolar and 2.2 Msolar. At each

stage, we measure the deviations from universality as done by Martinon et al. in the context of

I-love-Q relations [112]. Again we use the aforementioned fitting functions and fitting factors

for Ī. We plot these results in Fig. 4.8 for a star rotating at a very low frequency of 5 Hz. As

evident from Tables 4.3 and 4.4, this is less than 1% of the average Kepler limits. Here, we have

used different symbols to distinguish the four evolutionary stages and different color schemes

for the three chosen EoSs. For the MB = 1.8 Msolar star, we don’t find the deviations to be

sensitive to the composition of the star except for the cold catalyzed one.

The values of relative differences start with ∼ 22% for stage I, followed by ∼ 30% and ∼ 12% for

stage II and III respectively. Finally, when it reaches the cold catalyzed stage, the deviation

falls down to ∼ 2%. Thus, we conclude that the Ī − C relation is broken at the early stages

of the life of a PNS, but the universality is restored once the star becomes cold and attains

beta stability. Our result is consistent with the earlier findings of Martinon et al. regarding the

Ī − Q̄ relation [112]. They have used the entropy and lepton fraction profiles from simulation

results of evolving PNS at different time steps. On the other hand, Marques et. al [76] have used

arbitrary profile for entropy but not considered any neutrino-trapped EoS in their calculations.
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We take constant entropy per baryon throughout the star. Our lepton-rich matter at stages I

and II contains trapped neutrinos. The deviations in the universality can be due to the combined

effect of neutrino and thermal pressure. For the MB = 2.2 Msolar star, the situation is almost

similar. The only difference is that there is a deviation for different EoSs in the cold NS stage

also. Nevertheless, they remain below ∼ 2%. Thus the conclusion remains the same.

4.4 Summary

In the present work, we use the ad hoc profile which qualitatively represents the different

evolutionary stages [71, 48] and study the properties of a massive PNS containing Λ hyperons.

This is done using EoS within the framework of RMF model with density dependent couplings.

The model uses the parameters which are consistent with several nuclear physics experimental

data and astrophysical observational data. We construct the EoS for sB = 1 and YL = 0.4;

sB = 2 and YL = 0.4; sB = 2 and Yν = 0; cold-catalyzed for both nucleonic and hyperonic

models. The initial stages I and II contain electron-type neutrinos trapped in the PNS core. We

calculate the M-R sequence for static star with those EoSs. We find a clear effect of temperature

on the size of the stars. The hotter the star, the larger is the radius. Although we don’t find

much difference between the hyperonic stars with and without φ meson, the difference between
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hyperonic and nucleon-only stars is quite visible in this model. We also note that the properties

of less compact stars are governed mostly by their temperature and lepton content. Several global

properties of PNS are studied using those EoSs from static to maximally rotating configurations

for fixed baryon masses of 1.8 and 2.2 Msolar. We see qualitative similarities for both the cases.

Another important finding of our studies is the deviation from Ī − C universal relations for very

hot and neutrino-rich stars. The temperature dependence in the Ī − C relations was carried out

here for the first time. We take a slowly rotating star and measure the deviations for each of the

stages. We have seen with the arbitrary profile, the deviation is maximal in the first three stages,

while universality is satisfied at cold catalyzed stage. Therefore, applying any universal relation

to make a connection between a quantity measured before merger (e.g. tidal deformability κT2 )

and another quantity after merger (e.g. peak frequency f2) requires utmost caution.



Chapter 5

Role of antikaon condensation on the

universality relations of hot and

rapidly rotating neutron stars

5.1 Introduction

Many authors have shown that the antikaon condensates replace the leptons suitably in the

high density core of NS and soften the EoSs [44, 46, 48]. In this chapter, we aim to study the

role of K− condensates in the interior of stars. We investigate the properties of cold as well as

hot isentropic stars with both static and rotating configurations. We consider two EoSs with

different compositions, one with nucleons only (np) and other with nucleons, thermal kaons and

antikaon condensates (npK) [74]. At low densities, the NS contains n, p and leptons. At higher

densities, the threshold condition; µK− = µn − µp = µe is satisfied and K−s appear and replace

the leptons in the system. We construct the EoSs using a RMF model with density dependent

couplings. The density-dependence of meson-baryon couplings [45, 63, 64, 81] give rise to the

rearrangement term in the pressure term, that accounts for the energy-momentum conservation

and thermodynamic consistency of the system [45]. The antikaon condensates are treated at the

same footing as that of nucleons. However, the kaon-nucleon couplings are not density dependent.

These condensates do not contribute to pressure, but implicitly change the rearrangement term

via the interacting meson fields. These are discussed in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2.

NSs are relativistic objects and computations of their structure should be carried out in a GR

framework. We solve the TOV equations to study various properties of static star and use

LORENE library to study rotating hot star. The rotation causes deformation in the spherically

symmetric static star, that can be quantified by the deformation parameters like quadrupole

moment and tidal deformability. For a fixed baryonic mass star, we study the variation of M, R,

54
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Table 5.1: Maximum gravitational mass (in Msolar) and the corresponding radius (in km) of
static stars. The values in the parenthesis are for the npK (UK̄ =-140 MeV) matter and outside

the parenthesis are for nucleons only matter.

Entropy per M (Msolar) R (km) nC(fm−3) Threshold for K− condensates
baryon np[npK] np[npK] np[npK] (fm−3)

T=0 2.42[2.16] 11.87[12.01] 0.851[0.881] 0.416
sB=1 2.42[2.16] 12.07[12.10] 0.836[0.881] 0.449
sB=2 2.43[2.22] 12.74[13.12] 0.791[0.796] 0.535
sB=3 2.46[2.30] 14.20[14.83] 0.708[0.702] 0.674

I, Q and J as the star spins from static to its Kepler limit. We explore the universal relations of

the NSs at fixed frequency with varying enthalpy. We calculate normalized I (I) and normalized

Q (Q) where I=I/M3 and Q=QM/J2. We further check the validity of I-love-Q universality

for the NS with our proposed EoSs assuming an isentropic profile of the star.

We have discussed all the structural analysis for NSs in Chapter 2 and calculated mass, angular

momentum and quadrupole moment etc. We, then calculate the tidal deformability of an isolated

NS, λ = −Qij
Eij

, where Qij is the induced quadrupole moment of the NS under the influence of a

static external tidal field Eij . The dimensionless, l = 2, electric-type love number, k2 is related

to tidal deformability by λ = 2
3k2R

5, where R is the radius of the NS. They can be calculated in

general relativity together with TOV equations for a static NS EoS, following the prescription of

Hinderer et. al [124, 125].

5.2 Result

Our choice of EoSs are np (nucleons only) and npK (neutron, proton and antikaon condensates

for optical potential depth UK̄= -140 MeV). We have used different colors for the EoSs (red for

np and blue for npK) and different line styles for different values of entropy per baryon in the

units of Boltzmann constant kB i.e. T=0 in solid, sB=1 in dash dot dashed, sB=2 in dashed

and sB=3 in dotted. We plot energy density profile in Fig. 5.1(a) for the cold star as well as the

isentropic star at different sB (1, 2, 3). We observe more-or-less similar profiles for both the

np and npK EoS for a particular entropy per baryon. The appearance of antikaon condensates

lowers the total energy of the system. Since antikaons form s-wave Bose condensates, they do not

directly contribute to the pressure. On the other hand, as they replace the negatively charged

electrons, the drop in lepton pressure results in a softer EoS. However, an EoS-dependence is

not so significant towards the surface of the NS, where the density is less and the antikaon

condensates do not appear at all. Also, hotter the star, larger is its radius due to increasing

thermal pressure.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Energy density-Radius profile for non rotating stars with different compositions.
(b) Temperature-Radius profile for non rotating stars.

Fig. 5.1(b) shows temperature variation with radius. We notice higher value of core temperature

at higher sB, the temperature falls off near the surface of the NS. As the presence of antikaons

effectively lowers the energy of the NS, its temperature also comes down. This is quite expected.

We can see the rise in temperature from ∼ 26(28) to ∼ 75(80) for npK(np) EoS as the entropy

per baryon goes up from 1 to 3.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Mass-Radius profile for non rotating stars with different compositions. (b)
Angular momentum as function of frequency for a star with fixed baryonic mass 2.3Msolar.
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Figure 5.3: M, R, I and Q as function of frequency for a star of fixed baryonic mass 2.3Msolar.

The mass-radius profile for static, β-equilibrated and charge neutral with different compositions

and sB are displayed in Fig. 5.2(a). The thermal pressure can support more mass. Therefore,

maximum mass of the star increases with increase in sB. The maximum mass and corresponding

radius for these static stars are noted in Table 5.1. The maximum gravitational mass of np

matter is > 2.42Msolar, whereas for npK matter it lies between 2.16 to 2.30Msolar as evident from

Table 5.1. Our model clearly satisfies the 2Msolar observation [31, 32, 33]. The corresponding

central density and the threshold number density of K− condensates are also listed in Table 5.1.

The central density of the NS with the condensates is slightly less than that of nucleons-only

star, due to larger size of the former. However, there is an inherent uncertainty with the radius

values for NS at finite temperature as the surface pressure never really goes to zero.

Next, we consider effect of rotation on NS in Fig. 5.2(b). Here also we use similar color scheme

for EoS and line styles for sB value as followed in Fig. 5.1. An NS with a fixed baryonic mass of

∼ 2.3Msolar contains an appreciable fraction of K− condensates. Therefore, we choose a fixed

baryonic mass of 2.3Msolar to study the role of antikaon condensates on the rotating star. In Fig.

5.2(b), we plot J with frequency for the rotating star. Each curve terminates at its Kepler limit

(< 800Hz). Incidentally, the fastest known pulsar, PSR J1748-2446ad rotates with a frequency
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of 716 Hz. J is, as expected, more for an NS spinning at higher frequency. The cold NSs at any

particular spin frequency have same angular momentum for the np and npK EoS. As the NS

gets hotter, it can support more mass; its size also grows. At a particular spin frequency and

entropy, gravitational mass does not change much with the constituents. However, the radius

changes, specially at higher sB, as we will see in Fig. 5.3. This explains the higher J value at

larger sB for np EoS compared to npK EoS.

We calculate some other properties, M, R, I, and Q of the NS, with fixed baryon mass of

2.3Msolar starting from a static configuration up to the mass-shedding frequency. It can be

seen that all the parameters are monotonically increasing with frequency. This was noted for

other EoSs in earlier work also [112, 126]. The gravitational mass is almost independent of the

constituent matter. However, the radius value differs for np and npK EoS, especially for the

highest sB. This affects the EoS-dependence of I and Q. Both I and Q values are nearly close

for np and npK cold EoS. However, for higher sB a marked difference is visible. The variation

is maximum for the highest sB. This can be attributed to the thermal pressure which is quite

large for the hadrons and leptons at higher sB, and always nil for the condensates. Hence the

increase in NS size is more for the np matter compared to the npK one.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Normalized quadrupole moment (Q̄) versus C (b) Dimensionless moment of
inertia (Ī) variation with dimensionless quadrupole moment (Q̄) for both the EoSs at a frequency

of 600 Hz.

Now we move on to the investigation on universal relations. The normalized Q (Q̄ = QM/J2)

versus C is plotted in Fig. 5.4(a) for a star rotating at a frequency of 600Hz. Q̄ is quite

independent of the chosen np or npK EoS. The star with higher sB is more compact and, its Q
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Figure 5.5: Dimensionless I(I/M3) as function of C. Left plot shows the curves for frequency
100 Hz where as right side plot contains the curves for 600 Hz frequency.

value is higher. In Fig. 5.4(b) we show the variation of normalized I (Ī = I/M3) with normalized

Q for a frequency of 600 Hz, which is almost independent of the constituents.

Next, we consider the star at two frequencies, i) rotating comparatively slowly at a frequency of

100 Hz and ii) rotating rather fast at a frequency of 600 Hz. Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of

dimensionless I (Ī)= I/M3 with C. Left plot shows the relation for the frequency 100 Hz where

as right side plot is for 600 Hz. We observe universality at lower C. A very slight deviation due

to EoS is noticed at high C, which is not so prominent. We show the variation of dimensionless

I (Ī)= I/MR2 with C in Fig. 5.6. The plots are for the frequency 100 and 600 Hz respectively.

Here also we notice universality at low C. Slight deviation in universality relation occur at high

C as was noticed in Fig. 5.5.

The variation of tidal love number (k2) with C is shown in Fig. 5.7(a). The love number is

least for higher entropy stars i.e. the thermal energy resist the deformation. The cold NS can

however, be deformed easily as evident from Fig. 5.7(a). It increases upto a maximum value,

then drop monotonically at higher C. At lower C, for a fixed sB with both np and npK EoSs,

k2 is same. However their differences become significant at higher C, where the fraction of

antikaons is maximal. In Fig. 5.7(b), we plot the tidal deformability parameter λ with C. The

parameter λ = 2
3k2R

5 represents the degree of deformation of a rotating NS away from sphericity
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as right side plot is for 600 Hz frequency.
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Figure 5.7: a) Love number k2 with C b) The tidal deformability parameter λ versus C for np
and npK from cold EoS upto sB = 3.

and where k2 is the dimensionless, l = 2, electric-type tidal love number, and R its radius. As

λ ∝ R5, radius calculation is very important. Fortin et. al has shown that the uncertainty

in radius calculations can be as high as ∼ 4% unless the core-crust EoSs are obtained from
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the same many-body theory [52]. We take the low density part of the EoS from Hempel and

Schaffner-Bielich [75], where the interaction among the unbound nucleons are described by the

same Lagrangian density as in the high density core and using the density dependent formalism

[64, 75]. We notice that higher the entropy per baryon, higher is the corresponding λ. However,

this difference almost vanishes at higher C. On the other hand, at a fixed sB, λ is independent

of the composition of the star for lower C. At the higher C region, λ varies considerably for np

and npK EoS, finally approaches zero at the black hole limit of C=0.5.

5.3 Discussion and Conclusion

We study various structural properties of NSs, that are closely related to the dynamics and hence

the observable properties of pulsars. Two types of EoSs have been used for this purpose, one

with nucleons only constituents and other one involves Bose-Einstein condensate of antikaons.

These EoSs are formulated by using density dependent nucleon meson couplings in relativistic

mean field model. The mass, energy density and temperature profiles of a spherically symmetric

static NS are investigated for both the EoSs. These are calculated by solving TOV equations.

We have carried out our study for cold EoS as well as for hot EoS at different sB values.

Then, we study some of the properties of rotating NSs at different sB values. Here, the

calculations are done using LORENE library. We calculate some parameters, like gravitational

mass, radius, moment of inertia, quadrupole moment and angular momentum for a NS with fixed

baryonic mass (MB = 2.3Msolar), which contains a considerable fraction of antikaon condensates.

We observe that all the variables increase with frequency and they have similar nature for both

the EoSs. However, their values are noticed to be different for np and npK EoS at higher sB.

We further calculate I and Q, both dimensionless, for a NS rotating at fixed frequency containing

neucleons as well as the antikaon condensates and show their variation with C. Universality is

maintained for the latter, as evident from the Q̄-C graph. We use two types of normalization

for I. The universality remains intact at lower C for Ī, which deviates slightly for different

compositions at high C. We also show Ī − Q̄ relation is independent of the chosen constituents

for a rapidly rotating NS.

From the love number versus C plot, we conclude that, it depends on EoS at higher C and the

value is maximum for the cold EoS. This indicates that the thermal pressure counterbalances

the deformation due to rotation. Finally, we investigate the correlations between C and tidal

deformability for a single NS, and conclude that it is independent of the chosen np or npK EoS.

Also, it is quite high for NS with larger sB at low C. At higher C, λ does not depend on either

EoS or sB and eventually becomes zero as the NS approaches the compactness of a black hole.
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Summary and Conclusion

In our study, we adopt the traditional meson exchange picture known as relativistic mean field

model to study the dense matter relevant to NSs. The interior of the star contains various

species of baryon octet, and/or the antikaon condensates in addition to the neutrons, protons

and leptons. In this model, baryon-baryon interaction is mediated by the exchange of σ, ω and

ρ meson. The model also includes hyperon-hyperon interaction through φ mesons. Leptons

are treated non-interacting. Antikaon-baryon interaction has been studied in similar fashion

as baryon-baryon interaction. Starting from the Lagrangian, we compute the Euler-Lagrange

equation to find the equations of motion for the interacting mesons. Imposing the charge

neutrality and baryon number conservation constraints, the meson field equations are solved

numerically to construct our EoSs. In this model, the meson-nucleon couplings are density

dependent and they are adjusted to reproduce properties of symmetric and asymmetric nuclear

matter and finite nuclei such as nuclear compressibility, symmetry energy and binding energy at

saturation density. The merit of the DD2 model lies in the fact that it is within the experimental

nuclear physics constraints, namely the symmetry energy and its slope parameters. Also, this

version uses experimental nuclear masses, which is an important modification over the original

density dependent model by Typel. Last but not the least the NS observables calculated within

DD2 model are consistent with the latest mass observations and tidal deformability results from

GW170817.

NSs are hot and lepton-rich at the time of their birth. We call them PNS. During deleptonisation,

the neutrinos carry most of the energy and the core temperature drops to 5-10 MeV. Finally,

they settle as cold NS. We compute PNS EoS at a constant entropy per baryon where as the NS

EoS is computed at zero temperature. The high and low density parts of the EoS are matched in

a thermodynamically consistent way. Apart from charge neutrality and baryon conservation, we

apply condition of β- equilibrium on the chemical potentials in cold NS. The chemical equilibrium
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condition is different for a lepton trapped PNS as they have trapped electron-type neutrinos

with lepton fraction of YL= 0.4.

Once the EoSs are constructed, the structural properties are calculated for both static and

rotating star. The line element for a static star is given by the Schwarzchild metric. The

structure of the spherically symmetric, static relativistic NS is determined by the TOV equations.

On the other hand, the line element for a rotating star has four independent potentials. We

consider a circular fluid motion around the rotation axis for rotating star and compute the

structural properties of the star for rigid rotation. The global properties of the rotating stars

like gravitational mass, radius, I and Q are calculated.

In chapter-3, we study several structural properties and universality relations of rotating, cold

NSs with nucleonic (n, p) as well as exotic constituents such as hyperons (Λ,Ξ,Σ) and antikaon

condensates. We have considered a range of values for the optical potential of antikaons in

nuclear medium, considering the experimental ambiguity. The EoSs are softer for deeper optical

potential. We study the static and Kepler mass-radius relations along with fixed angular velocity

and fixed rest mass sequence curves. We notice 16− 20% increase in the maximum mass as we

move from static to Kepler rotation for all the EoSs considered. We also calculate the critical

mass which is the maximum mass sustainable at a constant angular momentum; beyond this

the star becomes unstable. As we plot the normalized critical mass with normalized angular

momentum we notice a universality in the stars profiles (i.s a 20% rise in critical mass for all the

configurations). Next, I is calculated for various compositions and its variation is studied with

respect to mass. We observe a higher maximum mass configuration for a higher I. The constant

rest mass sequences are investigated following quasi-stationary evolution of rotating stars. We

studied both normal and supramassive cases. We notice a fall of I for normal sequences where

as a sudden spin up following a spin down is observed in case of supramassive sequences. This

leads to a sudden fall of I during spin down when the fall is not notable one during spin up. We

have used the RNS code for these calculations.

Further we continue to study the universal relations associated with normalized I and C for all the

considered configurations. Some earlier studies confirmed the universal relations with nucleonic

constituents. Our emphasis is to study the effect of exotic components on the universal relations

inside the NS core. We follow the variation of dimensionless I with C where we use two types of

normalization for I. We notice an average deviation of around 10% from universality in higher C
region in the case of all configurations. However, at low C region, universality on normalized I is

witnessed irrespective of the choice of EoS. We only notice variation of Ī for different angular

velocity values. The plots of the normalized I with C for fixed rest mass sequences, show a clear

variation in universality in case of supramassive sequences whereas universality holds for normal

sequences. Our investigations provide important information about NS moment of inertia which

could be verified observationally in forthcoming years once SKA telescope starts working.
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In Chapter-4, we follow the quasi-stationary evolution of the compact stars in an approximate

way. We use four discrete steps for the evolution of PNS to NS. The four stages are; sB =

1 and YL = 0.4; sB = 2 and YL = 0.4; sB = 2 and Yν = 0; T= 0. Three EoSs are considered

for this study namely, (i) nucleonic (HS(DD2)), (ii) hyperonic (BHBΛ) and (iii) BHBΛφ, that

includes φ vector mesons as the mediator of Λ-Λ interaction. Static mass-radius profiles and

temperature profiles are shown for these three EoSs. We obtain larger radius for the hotter star,

which does not differ much for hyperonic EoS with or without φ mesons.

We have used the numerical library LORENE to study the properties of rotating NS for the

isentropic as well as cold EoS. We calculate the parameters like M, R, I and Q to study

the configurations up to Kepler limit for fixed baryon masses of 1.8 and 2.2Msolar. All these

quantities increase with spin frequency. Then, we investigate the universal relations among the

dimensionless quantities like normalized I and C. We use same normalization for I as we have

used in Chapter-3. We have shown the variation of normalized I with C for our three EoSs

with fixed frequencies 100, 300 and 500 Hz. We notice universality at lower C and witness a

little deviation at higher C region which is not so prominent. We plot the relative differences in

normalized I with C for a slowly rotating configuration that rotates with frequency 100 Hz, and

notice maximum deviation for the first three evolution stages, while universality is satisfied for

cold catalyzed case. We also show the relative difference plots for normalized I and C in case

of fixed baryonic mass stars spinning at comparatively lower frequency. Here also we observe

less deviation in case of cold catalyzed matter. Thus, we can conclude that the deviations in

universality arise in the compact stars at the initial stages of evolution.

Finally, we study the role of antikaon condensates on the structural properties of NSs in Chapter-5.

Both cold and hot EoSs are taken into consideration with nucleonic as well as exotic constituents.

The static NS mass, energy density and temperature profiles are drawn by solving TOV equations.

Here, we formulate the EoSs for hot stars at constant entropy per baryon values sB= 1, 2 and 3

in units of Boltzmann constant. We calculate the M, R, I, Q and J for a star with baryon mass

fixed to 2.3Msolar and show their variation with spin frequency. Similar profiles are obtained for

both the considered configurations though the scenario is slight different at higher sB.

Next, we consider the NS rotation for fixed frequencies and investigate the universal relations

associated with dimensionless quantities like normalized I, normalized Q and C. We show the

variation of normalized Q with C and normalized I with normalized Q for a NS rotating at a

fixed frequency of 600 Hz where I is normalized to I/M3 and Q is normalized to QM/J2. We

notice EoS-independence in case of both dimensionless I and Q. The Ī-C relations have been

computed for the frequencies of 100 and 600 Hz. Universality relation remains valid at lower C.
However, we observe a small variation at high C region. This is the case for both the frequencies.

To account for the deformation of the NS, we calculate tidal deformability parameter (λ) and

love number and study their variation with C. We notice love number dependence on EoSs at
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higher C and obtained maximum value of love number for cold EoS. On the other hand, the

tidal deformability parameter λ is independent of EoSs for both high and low C. However, we

obtain high value of λ for high sB at lower C. But, λ is independent of both EoSs and sB for

higher compact stars. The value of λ approaches zero as the C becomes ∼ 0.5. This value of C is

comparable to black hole compactness.



Chapter 7

Future Perspective

The gravitational waves from colliding black holes were first detected in 2015, a hundred

years after Einstein predicted its existence. The recent observation of GW170817 is a major

breakthrough and stands out on its own way. It was a binary NS inspiral and its after-effect was

detected by various other detectors for a longer duration in various forms of radiation, unlike the

black hole mergers. This single event of 2017 has opened the door to multi-messenger astronomy

providing multiple channels to constrain the EoS. The GW and its electromagnetic counterpart

have constrained the NS EoS in a novel way, that the mass-radius relation and the moment of

inertia-C universal relations could infer only within a certain limit. It has defined an upper limit

of the tidal deformability that depends on the C, hence the EoS. The lower limit was set by the

kilonova signal. The limits on the tidal deformability have constrained the NS radii for the first

time. The post-merger analysis of GW170817 combined with the 2Msolar observation is expected

to explore physics of NS in a new and complementary way. Interpretation of observational data

demands more sophisticated microphysics in the form of fully temperature-dependent EoSs,

advanced neutrino evolution schemes and long term PNS evolution in our simulations.

Main sequence stars can synthesis elements only up to Fe. The dynamically ejected mass

out of the NS-NS merger was theorized to undergo rapid neutron capture process (r-process

nucleosynthesis) and create heavier elements, which could decay to produce the bright glow of a

kilonova. The kilonova observations in the visible and infrared after GW170817 now convincingly

lead us to the answer of long-standing question: Where do the heavy elements in the universe

come from? The NS mergers are now confirmed as the astrophysical site where the elements

heavier than iron are born. The core-collapse supernovae may stand as the birth-place of some

of the heavy elements. The GW170817 data can get constraints on both the ejecta mass and

the NS merger rate. More work needs to be done in order to explain the kilonova light curve,

which was detected 10.9 hours after the GW event initially in blue, fast fading to red before

disappearing fully. Assuming the GW rate same as that of GW170817, a small amount of high
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velocity ejected mass with a low electron fraction can be modelled for r-process nucleosynthesis,

that can lead to various expected colours, durations and luminosities for such transients. The

numerical models with full nuclear reaction network for a wide range of parameters such as

initial electron fraction, initial entropy and the expansion timescale during nuclear burning can

shed light on the abundance of the heavy elements.
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